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Disclaimer
This presentation is based upon work supported by the Department of 
Energy National Energy Technology Laboratory under award number 
DE-FE0029465 and was prepared as an account of work sponsored 
by an agency of the United States Government.  Neither the United 
States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their 
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any 
legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or 
usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process 
disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned 
rights.  Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, 
or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does 
not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, 
or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.  
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not 
necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government or 
any agency thereof. 
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Why Kemper?


The project team has established an 
area of interest exceeding 30,000 acres 
near the Kemper County energy facility


The goal is to demonstrate that the subsurface at
Kemper CO2 can safely and permanently store
commercial volumes of CO2


U.S. GOM
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 Storage zones
-Lower Tuscaloosa Grp (‘Massive’ sand)
-Washita-Fredericksburg interval
-Paluxy Formation


 Confinement
-Tuscaloosa marine shale
-Shale interval at top of the Washita-
Fredericksburg


-Shale interval at base of Washita-
Fredericksburg


-Shallower seals in the Selma and Midway 
Groups


Kemper Storage Complex 
Stratigraphy


EGOM Strat Column
Mancini (2001)



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Over 1,100 ft net sand. Average porosity 27%!
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Data Collection
 Three characterization/monitoring wells were drilled in 2017 to 


test and characterize geologic properties
 Whole core was taken from the Paluxy and Washita-


Fredericksburg reservoirs and the Marine Tuscaloosa shale 
confining unit


 Reservoir fluid sampling
 Injection test
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Kemper Storage Complex Geologic Structure


Appalachian-Ouachita Orogen


K-T Section


 



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Four seismic lines enclose the field areaThis should capture any large scale faulting in the reservoir interval above the UnconformitySeismic lines show no large offsetting faultsLarge structural features and faults are observed between the Unconformity and Basement.This data is not processed for interpreting deep structures and does not image them well.Some artifacts of acquisition in the shallow section could hide faulting but this is not expected.
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Storage Zone Properties


High-porosity sandstone
in Paluxy Formation


 Abundant stacked saline sandstone bodies in Paluxy, 
Wash-Fred, and lower Tuscaloosa. 


 350 meters of net sand. Logs and core show sandstone 
average porosity of 30%(!!)


 Routine core analysis indicates all sandstone water-
saturated


 Darcy-class permeability common (up to 16 Darcies)


 


Elemental Log Analysis (ELAN*) interpretation
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*ELAN is a mark of Schlumberger
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Lower Cretaceous sandstone interpreted as braided fluvial deposits; Upper Cretaceous sandstone represents shore zone deposits.
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Storage Complex Capacity


CO2 Storage 
Reservoir


P10
Capacity
(MMmt)


P50
Capacity
(MMmt)


P90
Capacity
(MMmt)


Massive/Dantzler 60 120 200
Wash.-Fred. 280 540 920


Paluxy 160 310 530


Washita-
Fredericksburg


Massive/
Danzler


Paluxy


 Each of the three potential storage zones have commercial 
capacity


 Together the three storage zones result in a gigatonne capacity 
storage complex that has the potential to act as a regional hub


DOE methodology for site-specific saline storage efficiency calculation based on fluid displacement factors for clastic 
reservoirs where net pay, net thickness and net porosity are known of 7.4% (P10), 14% (P50) and 24% (P90) 
(Goodman et al., 2011) 



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Lower Cretaceous sandstone interpreted as braided fluvial deposits; Upper Cretaceous sandstone represents shore zone deposits.
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Caprock Studies
 Tuscaloosa Grp mudrocks - marginal marine to 


offshore; Upper K mudrocks - continental
 Smectititic clay in all units with large amounts of 


bound water 
 High water saturation in the mudstone units helps 


keep capillary entry pressure high, and mudrock
permeability is on the order of 1 nanodarcy. 


 Geomechanically, the shale is soft and pliable 
and thus very difficult to fracture


 Mudrock units are likely effective seals; slow 
permeation of the mudrock pore systems makes 
significant migration of injected CO2 out of the 
storage complex unlikely.


Paluxy mudstone
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Presentation Notes

Upstream-downstream pressure difference approaches an asymptotic value equal to the capillary pressure at the narrowest throat in the highest conductivity pore.
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Univ. Wyoming’s High Bay Research Facility
Macro- and Micro-Scale Flow Experiments


 Investigate CO2 capillary trapping in reservoirs
 Study end-point relative perms for a supercritical CO2 


/brine system
 Study draining-imbibition relative perm curves for a  


supercritical CO2 /brine system
 Microfluidics model to test saturation and sweep 


efficiencies


Three-dimensional visualizations of fluids 
distributions along the length of core sample 


a) at the end of CO2 injection
b) subsequent brine injection
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Presentation Notes

Unsteady-state experiments under supercritical conditions:   -Drainage end-point relative       permeability at initial water saturation       -Imbibition end-point relative      permeability at residual CO2 saturationSteady-state experiments under supercritical condition:   -Drainage relative permeability curve   -Imbibition relative permeability curve   -Drainage and imbibition end-point        saturationsFull CT scan of samples during fluid flow experiments to track migration and identify trapping mechanisms400 SEM images were captured from sample MPC34-1. An algorithm was developed to stich the images and create an image map. This data, along with the pore throat distribution of the sample, are being used to develop a reservoir-realistic map for microfluidic experimentation. 







Official Use Only


SimCCS: Integrated CCS Decision Making


2/14/2019 |   12Los Alamos National Laboratory


•SimCCS (Scalable infrastructure model for CCS)
• Economic-engineering model for optimizing CCS infrastructure design.


•SimCCS2.0 †


• Ground-up redesign—enabled by CarbonSAFE—into a Java-based package with HPC.
• Open-source: can be utilized by any DOE project (and beyond).


†Middleton et al. (2018). An open-source tool for optimizing CO2 capture, transport, and storage infrastructure, Environmental Modelling and Software, In Review
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Potential talking points:ECO2S is supporting the development of SimCCS2.0, a major redesign if the SimCCS software for designing integrated CCS infrastructure networks.The new software is being applied to the EC2S project.SimCCS allows users (scientists, stakeholders, policy makers) understand how commercial-scale CCS infrastructure could and should be deployed, including under the updated Section 45Q of the tax code.Because the new software is open source, anyone (including DOE projects) can use the tool.The HPC ability allows us to address more complicated and larger problems.The Southeast region is the case study dataset for SimCCS2.0 (approved by Southern Company).







Impact of Storage Costs


• Low-cost storage options occur beneath the energy facility 
o $2.00 - $4.00 USD per metric ton depending on the volume of CO2 captured (after DOE 


investment)


• This drives the value proposition where existing infrastructure could be utilized for 
CO2 capture, compression, transportation and storage 


• Given the expanded U.S. 45Q tax credit for CO2 storage, having geologic storage 
data and cost estimates drives ongoing:
o Refining cost and performance data with technology vendors
o Applying data to internal resource planning and modeling 
o Improving internal transportation, storage and monitoring cost information


• The project has reduced commercial-scale development risks associated with 
large storage capital expenses such as well drilling and injection facilities







So what have we learned about the 
Kemper Storage Complex?


A world class, low risk CO2 storage prospect
• Storage zones have exceptional capacity
• Caprocks are laterally continuous, confining properties are encouraging
• No structural “show stoppers”


Low storage costs drive commercial storage potential
Next steps: reservoir simulation, monitoring strategies, commercialization plan, 
ISO geological storage standard 
Kemper’s storage geology looks similar to that of the eastern GOM
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SOSRA Project Area







Workflows: Data Acquisition, Analysis
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Workflows: Interpretation, Mapping


Seismic interpretation, inversion


South Atlantic


Well log analysis


Mapping


Time/depth structure
Isochron
Gross/net reservoir
Seal thickness
Porosity
Storage Resource


South Atlantic


Mid Atlantic


Structure maps


Impedance vs. porosity







Workflows: Modeling


Bottom-hole pressure


Plume and pressure footprint


Development strategies







DCSB Destin Dome







Top Ferry Lake 
Anhydrite







Stratigraphic Cross-Section, Cretaceous, Mobile Area


West East







West Florida Shelf Seismic Profiles
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Stratigraphic column of the onshore South Florida Basin showing predominance of carbonate formations. Prospective CO2 sinks in red, evaporite seals in blue.Stratigraphic column for the South Florida Basin study area. Storage assessment units consist of a reservoir (red) and regional seal (blue). Modified from Braunstein and others (1988), Pollastro and others (2001), and Faulkner and Applegate (1986). Of particular interest (shallowest to deepest) Cedar Keys/Lawson Fm SAU (seal middle Cedar Keys Fm, reservoir upper member of Lawson Fm and lower Cedar Keys Fm)Dollar Bay Fm SAU (seal Panther Camp Formation; reservoir Dollar Bay Fm)Gordon Pass/Marco Funciton Fm SAU (seal upper Gordo Pass Fm; reservoir Marco Junction and Gordon Pass Fm)Sunniland Fm SAU (seal Lake Rafford Fm, reservoir Sunniland Fm)Pre-Punta Gorda units SAU (seal Punta Forda Anhydrite, reservoir Wood River, Bone Island, Pumpkin Bay, and Lehigh AcresReference:Roberts-Ashby, T.L., Brennan, S.T., Buursink, M.L., Covault, J.A., Craddock, W.H., Drake, R.M., II, Merrill, M.D., Slucher, E.R., Warwick, P.D., Blondes, M.S., Gosai, M.A., Freeman, P.A., Cahan, S.M., DeVera, C.A., and Lohr, C.D., 2014, Geologic framework for the national assessment of carbon dioxide storage resources—U.S. Gulf Coast, chap. H of Warwick, P.D., and Corum, M.D., eds., Geologic framework for the national assessment of carbon dioxide storage resources: U.S. Geological Survey Open-File Report 2012–1024–H, 77 p., http://dx.doi.org/10.3133/ofr20121024h. orRoberts-Ashby, T.L., Brennan, S.T., Merrill, M.D., Blondes, M.S., Freeman, P.A., Cahan, S.M., DeVera, C.A., and Lohr, C.D., 2015, Geologic framework for the national assessment of carbon dioxide storage resources—South Florida Basin, chap. L of Warwick, P.D., and Corum, M.D., eds., Geologic framework for the national assessment of carbon dioxide storage resources: U.S. Geological Survey Open-File Report 2012–1024–L, 22 p., http://dx.doi.org/10.3133/ofr20121024L.Hydrogeological Units of Florida, compiled by SEGS Ad Hoc Committee, 1986, 8 p., 1 table







West Florida Shelf Stratigraphic Cross-Section


Tampa Embayment Sarasota Arch
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Stratigraphic column of the onshore South Florida Basin showing predominance of carbonate formations. Prospective CO2 sinks in red, evaporite seals in blue.Stratigraphic column for the South Florida Basin study area. Storage assessment units consist of a reservoir (red) and regional seal (blue). Modified from Braunstein and others (1988), Pollastro and others (2001), and Faulkner and Applegate (1986). Of particular interest (shallowest to deepest) Cedar Keys/Lawson Fm SAU (seal middle Cedar Keys Fm, reservoir upper member of Lawson Fm and lower Cedar Keys Fm)Dollar Bay Fm SAU (seal Panther Camp Formation; reservoir Dollar Bay Fm)Gordon Pass/Marco Funciton Fm SAU (seal upper Gordo Pass Fm; reservoir Marco Junction and Gordon Pass Fm)Sunniland Fm SAU (seal Lake Rafford Fm, reservoir Sunniland Fm)Pre-Punta Gorda units SAU (seal Punta Forda Anhydrite, reservoir Wood River, Bone Island, Pumpkin Bay, and Lehigh AcresReference:Roberts-Ashby, T.L., Brennan, S.T., Buursink, M.L., Covault, J.A., Craddock, W.H., Drake, R.M., II, Merrill, M.D., Slucher, E.R., Warwick, P.D., Blondes, M.S., Gosai, M.A., Freeman, P.A., Cahan, S.M., DeVera, C.A., and Lohr, C.D., 2014, Geologic framework for the national assessment of carbon dioxide storage resources—U.S. Gulf Coast, chap. H of Warwick, P.D., and Corum, M.D., eds., Geologic framework for the national assessment of carbon dioxide storage resources: U.S. Geological Survey Open-File Report 2012–1024–H, 77 p., http://dx.doi.org/10.3133/ofr20121024h. orRoberts-Ashby, T.L., Brennan, S.T., Merrill, M.D., Blondes, M.S., Freeman, P.A., Cahan, S.M., DeVera, C.A., and Lohr, C.D., 2015, Geologic framework for the national assessment of carbon dioxide storage resources—South Florida Basin, chap. L of Warwick, P.D., and Corum, M.D., eds., Geologic framework for the national assessment of carbon dioxide storage resources: U.S. Geological Survey Open-File Report 2012–1024–L, 22 p., http://dx.doi.org/10.3133/ofr20121024L.Hydrogeological Units of Florida, compiled by SEGS Ad Hoc Committee, 1986, 8 p., 1 table
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Volumetric Assessment, DeSoto Canyon Interest Area


Lower Tuscaloosa sandstone
P50 = 10 Gt


Paluxy sandstone
P50 = 17 Gt
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Paleogene-Neogene Reservoirs, DeSoto Canyon Salt Basin
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Observations


• Large portfolio of potential sinks and seals in eastern Gulf of Mexico and South-
Mid Atlantic continental shelves.


• Main storage prospects in Cretaceous-Miocene section.
• Porosity of sandstone in DeSoto Canyon Salt Basin and Atlantic shelf commonly > 


20%; mudrock and chalk seals common.
• West Florida Shelf contains dolomite with porosity > 15% and anhydrite seals on 


Sarasota Arch.
• P50 storage resource of 1,807 Gt identified (148  Gt in DeSoto Canyon Salt basin; 


879 Gt in West Florida Shelf; 780 Gt in South Atlantic and Mid Atlantic interest 
areas.


• Static volumetrics and dynamic reservoir models indicate that average prospective 
offshore block is capable of storing multiple decades of emissions from a large 
power plant.
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GoMCarb


Areas of Interest
• Onshore (CO2 sources)
• Offshore (storage & 


related topics)
o All Texas & Louisiana 


state waters
o Texas & western 


Louisiana federal 
waters
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High Island Focus area & Chandeleur Sound Focus area
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GoMCarb 
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Institution Location Expertise


GCCC (Gulf Coast Carbon Center) Austin, TX Project Lead; All Tasks


GBDS (Gulf Basin Depositional Synthesis) Austin, TX GoM Basin Geology; Resource Assessment
PGE (Petroleum & Geosystems Engineering) Austin, TX Reservoir Simulation & Knowledge Dissemination
Moody College of Communications Austin, TX Knowledge Dissemination
Aker Solutions Houston, TX Infrastructure Technologies


Fugro USA Marine, Inc. Houston, TX Marine MVA Technologies


Lamar University Beaumont, TX Risk Assessment & Knowledge Dissemination


Lawrence Berkeley Nat. Lab Berkeley, CA Risk Assessment & MVA Technologies


Lawrence Livermore Nat. Lab Livermore, CA Risk Assessment


Louisiana Geologic Survey (LSU) Baton Rouge, LA Resource Assessment & Database Development


TDI-Brooks, Int. College Station, TX MVA Technologies (HR3D seismic deployment)


Texas A&M GERG (Geochemical and
Environmental Research Group) College Station, TX MVA Technologies (Marine Water Column Geoscience)


Trimeric Corp. Buda, TX Engineering; Infrastructure and Operations


USGS Reston, VA Resource Assessment
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Available Regional 
3D Seismic Datasets


Legacy from previous NETL studies
- Texas Miocene Mega-Transect
- TXLA
- CarbonSAFE 1
Many public domain datasets in OCS (Federal 
Waters) 
Leased proprietary datasets. 
1) Texas OBS / High Island
2) TexLa Merge 
3) Chandeleur Sound* 


(*recent GoMCarb lease)
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GoMCarb benefits from previous work conducted under Miocene Mega-Transect (offshore Texas), TXLA (High Island, TX – western Louisiana coasts), CarbonSafe Ph 1 (upper Texas coast– Cameron Parish, LA). Many publically available, regional 3D seismic datasets already added to our databaseAlso, three proprietary, regional 3D seismic datasets (including two leased in previous NETL studies). Map showing locations/datasets. Original scope included Chandeleur 3D seismic dataset in eastern Louisiana (blue outline; but only the western half of the dataset in state waters). Items in red are expanded scope, and include the following 3D seismic data:, the southern portion of the Texas OBS dataset along the southern middle Texas coast, and 11 NAMSS data volumes in Lake Jackson, Lake Charles, and Lafayette districts. Mound Point 3D in Lafayette District for which existing data are potentially available will be considered. Grey areas in outer shelf settings are NAMSS data that are intended to be incorporated as possible in the future. Additional scope also incorporates 30 wells with fluid inclusion data (red circles in OBS and TXLA 3D seismic volumes) and consideration of 7 marine buoys (TABS – Texas Automated Buoy System) indicated with yellow stars.Animation (Regional Two-way time structure of the MFS09 surface from the CarbonSAFE Ph 1, TXLA and TX Miocene Mega-Transect NETL projects). 
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The static geologic model currently being finished based on previous projects’ work, will be used/useful for Task 3, Risk Assessment, Simulation and Modeling (e.g., geomechanical). 
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Extending the static model to the surrounding area (red rectangle) will be utilized for numerical model simulations of CO2 injection and storage in heterogeneous reservoirs. 
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Right - map of the southeast Texas coastal region showing the locations of three HR3D (P-Cable) surveys collected by the Texas Offshore Miocene Mega-Transect project. The outline of the 2012 survey is shown in black, the 2013 survey in yellow and the 2014 survey in orange. Note the outline of the city of Houston in dark gray and the boundary (red line) between State and Federal waters. Left – Two panels showing the effect of adding statics correction; left panel shows new statics; right is without statics correction. Since the reflections line up better after the statics correction, they stack together more strongly and appear to have greater coherency with increasing time. Incorporating learnings from processing of our latest HR3D survey (2017) at the Japanese (JCCS / METI) offshore injection demonstration at Tomakomai, Japan. 
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Agenda – GoMCarb Updates
Reynaldy Fifariz (GCCC) – High Island Focus Area
Marcie Phillips (GBDS) – Chandeleur Sound Focus Area 
Hilary Olson (UT) – Knowledge Dissemination 
Lundeen / Sachde (Trimeric) -CO2 Transport / Scenario Optimization
Curt Oldenburg (LBNL) – Well Risk / DAS MVA 
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Texas BEG, GCCC
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HILARY OLSON
The University of Texas at Austin
Task 6


COMMUNICATION 
INITIATIVES
Recognizing that carbon storage takes place in a social setting
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Effective Public Outreach


DOE Best Practices
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Effective Public Outreach


The University of Texas at Austin


Pet. & Geosystems Eng.
(Hilary Olson)


Bureau of Economic Geology
(Sue Hovorka, Emily Moskal)


Advertising & Public Relations (Communications)
(Lucy Atkinson, LeeAnn Kahlor, post-doc Rachel Lim)


Lamar University


Chemical Engineering 
(Tracy Benson and team)
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Effective Public Outreach


Build on Previous Foundational Work


Stakeholder Relationships + Survey of 970 adults in 8 counties 


GOMcarb
Focus Groups (summer 2019)


Kahlor et al. (in review) IJGGC
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Effective Public Outreach


GOMcarb


Results - Focus Groups (summer 2019) + Survey of 970 adults in 8 counties 


Messaging Survey (fall 2019)


Develop Messages                 Outreach Materials
Communications Plan


Kahlor et al. (in review) IJGGC
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Introduction 


2


• LBNL has experience and capability in simulating hydrocarbon well blowouts


• We use LBNL’s T2Well code to couple reservior and well flow
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We used T2Well to estimate the 2010 Macondo leakage rate


3
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Effects of unknown properties of the system can be 
investigated by modeling with T2Well


Effects of size of opening in damaged well and effects of 
gas exsolution in the wellbore for various BOP 
pressures. 


Oil flow rate is also sensitive to the pressure at the bottom of the 
BOP, with gas exsolution moderating oil flow for lower PBOP. .


4
(Oldenburg et al., Proc. National Acad. Sci., 2011).
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http://ktla.com/2016/02/18/socal-gas-porter-ranch-leaking-well-announcement/


We used T2Well to understand why the 2015 Aliso Canyon 
underground gas storage well blowout was hard to kill
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The SS-25 well at Aliso Canyon had a complicated flow geometry that 
made it difficult to accumulate kill fluid in the bottom of the well


• 1100 bbl top-Kill – the well lays down 
briefly after 1100 bbl of fluid are 
injected and then erupts like a geyser.


Pan, L., Oldenburg, C.M., Freifeld, B.M. and Jordan, P.D., 2018. Modeling the Aliso Canyon 
underground gas storage well blowout and kill operations using the coupled well-reservoir 
simulator T2Well. Journal of Petroleum Science and Engineering, 161, pp.158-174.
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Offshore CO2 wells have overpressure at wellhead 
provided by the water column


https://hub.globalccsinstitute.com/publications/assessment-capture-and-storage-potential-co2-co-produced-natural-gas-
south-east-asia/22-sn%C3%B8hvit
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Progress for GoMCarb


8


• For GoMCarb, we simulated onshore and offshore blowouts of a CO2 injection well
• The purpose of the study is to understand dynamic multi-phase non-isothermal flow 


phenomena in CO2 wells to inform risk assessment studies
• Scenario consists of a vertical CO2 injection well of 3050 m length 
• At time zero, a surface pipe is breached producing a 2-inch diameter hole
• Onshore, CO2 enters ambient air at 0.101325 MPa and 22.78 C
• Offshore, the blowout is into the water column at a depth of 50 m 
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Onshore


We simulated a blowout for the same well-pipeline 
combination in onshore and offshore environments


Offshore


Well detail


Pressures at the wellhead, hole in pipe, and reservoir 
are the only differences between the two scenarios. 
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10


• The CO2 blowout flow rate at the 2-in hole is very large early and then plateaus.


• The onshore and offshore scenarios are very similar in flow rate and ∆P.
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• The overall leakage is dominated by gas-like 
CO2 after a short period (~0.1 hour) of two-
phase CO2 (gas and liquid) conditions, the 
liquid CO2 arising from decompression 
cooling. 


• Note there is also a small amount of aqueous 
phase that travels up the well dissolved in 
CO2 which then exsolves near the hole. 


• The first-order conclusion of our simulations 
as shown is that the blowout flow rates for 
the onshore and offshore scenarios are very 
similar. 
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Conclusions


12


• The simulations show that the overall CO2 leakage rates are very similar for the 
onshore and offshore scenarios


• Subtle differences in flow rates of various phases arise from differences in pressure at 
the leakage point. 


• Overall, the main differences between onshore and offshore CO2 blowouts are 
expected to arise mostly after discharge due to differences between how CO2
disperses in ambient air versus in the water column
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Sea water column provides overpressure and a vast 
heat and mass reservoir that affects leaking CO2


https://hub.globalccsinstitute.com/publications/hazard-analysis-
offshore-carbon-capture-platforms-and-offshore-pipelines/37-hazards-
associated-co2-releases
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• Wellhead temperature drops quickly at the 
start of leakage and then recovers quickly 
from heating of the surface pipe by 
conduction from the surrounding air or 
seawater after liquid CO2 disappears. 


• The temperature at the wellhead is slightly 
higher in the offshore case than in the 
onshore case because the back pressure at 
the LKS is higher in the offshore case which 
leads to less expansion cooling. 


• Saturation of gas-like CO2 increases slightly 
faster in the onshore case than in the 
offshore case most likely because the 
pressure is slighty lower in ambient air versus 
at 50 m water depth.



Presenter

Presentation Notes

More gas comes to the border than we can take away
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Properties of the two cases are identical except 
for wellhead and wellbottom pressure


The coupled well-reservoir system is simulated using 
T2Well which models flow in the well using a three-
phase drift-flux model and flow in the reservoir by 
multiphase Darcy’s law. 
Pan, L., and C.M. Oldenburg. "T2Well—An integrated 
wellbore–reservoir simulator.” Computers & Geosciences 
65 (2014), 46-55.
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Overall Objective
Develop a geomechanical hazard 
assessment for potential storage 
targets in the Gulf-of-Mexico


Specific Objectives
1. Estimate potential deformation of 


poorly-consolidated Miocene-age rocks


2. Refine understanding of how fault 
bounded structures could respond to 
injection


3. Make recommendations regarding 
further characterization efforts and 
geophysical monitoring designs
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[Nicolson 2012]
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Using High Island 24L as an analogue storage target
Specific enough to support detailed analysis, but underlying goal is regional 
knowledge that may be transferred to other storage targets.
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Work Packages
WP 1: State-of-stress characterization
WP 2: Rock property characterization
WP 3: Coupled geomechanical / compositional flow simulations
WP 4: Analysis and recommendations


HI 24L Geologic Model Framework
Landmark Decision Space


Simulation Model (generic example, not HI 24L)
GEOSX


Meshing &
Properties
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Current Focus: Translating the 
GCCC Framework Model into a 
numerical mesh


Transfer formats:


• RESQML project


• ZMAP for faults / horizons


• XYZ for wells
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Key Model Inputs
Input “Path Forward” Sources


Lithology + structure Clear GCCC Framework Model


Absolute perm + porosity Clear GCCC Framework Model


Relative perm Maybe Wallace et al. 2017


Fault seal behavior Clear Meckel et al. 2017, Nicholson 2012


Formation pressure, temp, salinity Maybe Well data?


Static elastic moduli Clear GCCC Framework Model (with dynamic/static correlation)


Inelastic properties Unclear Vastar and Atlantic Richfield Core? Analogue data?


Fault friction properties Clear Correlations + Limit Analysis


Stress orientation Maybe Regionally consistent


Stress magnitude Unclear Local stress indicators? Gas-trap and faulting constraints. 
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Disclaimer
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Presentation Outline
• Problem statement
• Goals
• Methods
• Current results
• Summary
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Problem Statement
We have achieved significant progress in assessing CO2 storage capacity in terms of 
how fast CO2 can be injected as well as how much CO2 can be injected before it will spill 
out of the storage complex.
From this work we have come to identify a number of factors which have strong impacts 
on capacity which need in-depth assessment. 
To prepare for large-scale injections with many sites in the same basin, both onshore 
and offshore, advances in our understanding are necessary in areas such as:
• Characterization of the geological formations
• Assumptions about how CO2 migration paths access pore volumes
• Impacts of pressure change in zones displaced by faults
• Basin-scale pressure interference and vertical-lateral propagation
• Pressure boundaries that compartmentalize or isolate injected fluids and pressure 


response
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Goals
• Using extensive and comprehensive


characterization methods to increase 
confidence and reduce risk in siting 
CO2 storage with very large volume 
within a basin


• Applying the understanding to one or 
more important basins
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Methods
Assessment will focus on the Gulf of Mexico (onshore and offshore) with a vision to 
apply these concept broadly:
• Conduct detailed geologic characterization and numerical & earth modelling at site-


and basin-scale, using extensive & comprehensive subsurface data set, augmented 
by literature and global collaboration


• Use sequence stratigraphy and depositional systems as tools for understanding CO2migration and pressure propagation at basin scale, consider further relationships of 
trapping mechanisms (structural or capillary trapping etc.) to static and dynamic 
capacity


• Assess the impact of structural and tectonic components on fluid flow and capacity; 
compartmentalization, connectivity, and geo-mechanical impacts; impact of regional 
fault system e.g. between onshore and offshore Miocene


• Consider how petroleum systems analysis and concepts can inform CCS
• Evaluate and apply resource quantification methods at project-scale, beginning with 


SPE CO2 Storage Resources Management System (SRMS)
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Methods
Sequence 


Stratigraphy and 
Depositional 


Systems Analysis


Petroleum System 
Analogue


Tectonic and 
Structural 
Analysis


Characterization Geo-cellular 
Modeling


Numerical 
Modeling


Reservoir 
Simulation


CO2 Storage 
Resources 


Classification
(SRMS)


Literatures


Static Dynamic


Global 
Collaboration


1 2 3


4 5 6 7


8 9 10


Augmentation
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Current results
• Seismic-based regional assessment (DeAngelo et al, 2019)
• Volumetric-based CO2 storage resources assessments of 10-L site “trap 


layers” (Fifariz, Postdoctoral fellow, in DeAngelo et al, 2019)
• High Island 24-L and 10-L sites characterization and geo-cellular modeling 


(Ruiz and Ramirez-Garcia, MS students)
• Log prediction using multi-attribute transforms and neural network (Feng, 


Postdoctoral fellow)
• Predicting CO2 plume migration using machine learning (Zhong, Postdoctoral 


fellow
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Regional Seismic-based Assessment DeAngelo et al. (2019)


Results:
• 292 faults
• 7 horizons (SS-based, Maximum Flooding Surfaces-MFS and Sequence Boundary-SB)
• 7 time structure maps
• 7 depth structure maps
• Velocity models
• Seismic attributes (semblance, RMS amplitude, isopach, etc.)


Published in IJGGC, Feb 2019 issue
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Generalized Stratigraphic Column (Offshore TX)


Amph-B shale
MFS09


MFS08


Deltaic sand reservoirs


Deltaic sand reservoirs
MFS10


Reservoir interval:
5,000 – 7,500 ft
(1,500 m – 2,300 m)
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thick of 
aggradational sst
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Structural/stratigraphic/combination traps


MFS picks on TXLA area based on Iulia Olariu’s work
Based on Dave Carr’s work in the south (Offshore OBS)
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DeAngelo et al. (2019)
Structural closures were identified on the depth structure map 
of the top reservoir interval or bottom regional seal (MFS09)


Isopach MFS08 – MFS09
(Seal interval)


Isopach MFS09 – MFS12
(Reservoir interval)


RMS Amplitude MFS09 – SB-M09
 Lithofacies prediction


Top MFS09 Depth Structure Map
 Closures identification


Sand-dominated


Mud-dominated


10-L
24-L


Regional Seismic-based Assessment
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Fifariz (Postdoctoral Fellow) in DeAngelo et al. (2019)


CO2 storage resources estimate for 10-L site trap layers
based on this volumetric-based method is
approximately 50 MT CO2


CO2 storage resources estimation of 10-L site trap layers  
(stacked storage)


5 km
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Omar Ramirez-Garcia (M.S. Student)High-Island Block 10-L Site Characterization
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High-Island Block 24-L Site Characterization


Area of investigation: 14.5 x 12 km (9 x 7.5 mi)
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Interval Facies Porosity


3D Grid = 14.5 x 12 km (9 x 7.5 mi)


350 
layers


A A’


High-Island Block 24-L Geo-cellular Modeling


Izaak Ruiz (M.S. Student)
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II. Log prediction


I. Impedance inversion


Log prediction using Neural Network Workflow


Well logs Resample 
logs


Seismic Attributes


Multi-
attribute 


transforms
NN training NN 


validation


Compute 
porosity 
volume


Ye Feng (Post-doctoral Fellow)
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Input: Reservoir Properties-Permeability 


Output: CO2 saturation (CO2 Plume)


Network: Deep Convolutional Neural Network
Advantages:
• High Accuracy: This network have high accuracy for CO2 saturation prediction
• Cost effective: Predict the CO2 saturation within very short time (~1 seconds)


Zhong & Sun (Under Review: Water Resource Research)CO2 plume prediction based on machine learning


Simulated


DCNN


Residual
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Summary
Current results include progress in: 


• Using large set of 3-D seismic data for regional seismic-based CO2 sequestration 
assessment


• Estimating volumetric potential of trap layers (stacked storage) in aggradational
sandstone package 


• Conducting detailed characterization of storage sites within a complex 
• Conducting geo-cellular modelling based on detailed reservoir characterization
• Using multi-attribute transforms and neural-network as a tool to predict porosity 


distribution within interval of interest
• Using machine learning to predict CO2 migration


 Future work: 
• Basin-scale regional earth modeling
• PaleoScan geo-modeling and seismic-based stratal slicing
• Regional petroleum system analysis, collaboration with GBDS
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Disclaimer 


This presentation is based upon work supported by the Department of Energy and was prepared 
as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States Government.  Neither the 


United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any 
warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, 
completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or 


represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights.  Reference herein to any specific 
commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise 
does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 


United States Government or any agency thereof.  The views and opinions of authors expressed 
herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government or any agency 


thereof. 







SECARB Offshore Study Area & Project Boundaries


Study Area | Oil and Gas Study Area | Saline Aquifers


FEDERAL WATERS 


 
Depleted Oil & Gas Fields, and 


Potentially Associated CO2-EOR 
Deep Saline 


Western Planning Area No No 


Central Planning Area 
Study Area is East of Houma District’s 
Western Boundary (includes Houma 


District) 


Study Area is East of New 
Orleans District’s Western 


Boundary (excludes Houma 
District) 


Eastern Planning Area All All 


STATE WATERS 


 
Depleted Oil & Gas Fields, and 


Potentially Associated CO2-EOR 
Deep Saline 


Texas No No 


Louisiana 
Partial, Includes State Waters East of 
Houma District Boundary Extension 


Partial, Excludes 
Chandeleur Sound/Islands 


Mississippi Yes Yes 


Alabama Yes Yes 


Florida (West Coast) Yes Yes 


 







Anticipated Project Outcomes


• Integrating data to characterize offshore CO2 storage resources 


resulting in decision system to identify and high-quality 


“prospects” for offshore CO2 storage.


• Development of  concept for commercially viable CO2-EOR and a 


saline storage prospects


– Perhaps using subsea completions, separation, and compression; with and 


without utilization of  existing infrastructure, resulting in substantial cost reductions.


• Refinement/adaptation of  simulation tools, geologic models, risk 


assessment/mitigation strategies for site-specific assessments of  


offshore storage prospects in the GOM


– Resulting in substantial reduction in requirements, and associated costs, for 


initial site characterization for offshore CO2 storage projects in the GOM.







Anticipated Project Outcomes (cont.)


• Development of  “best practices” based on understanding of  the 


offshore storage prospect(s) targeted, uncertainties associated with 


this understanding, the performance of  site characterization, MVA 


and other technologies, and risk perceptions and potential 


tolerance of  regulators. 


• Reduce uncertainties/risks, better understand/validate 


performance of  MVA technologies, and assist regulators to better 


understand risks and appropriate MVA approaches, leading to a 


reduction in MVA costs, and thus, the overall costs of  storage.


• Address regulatory gaps in the oversight and regulation of  CO2


storage activities (with and without EOR) in the offshore GOM.







Where Are We Today?  Are the Stars Aligning?


• Amended 45Q passed in February 2018; increasing potential 


commercial viability for CCS.


• Key question – Can CO2-EOR/storage in the offshore Gulf  of  


Mexico be ready to take advantage of  this realignment of  stars.


• Presents perhaps a slight refocus/change in timing of  this project 


relative to that originally planned. Need to define:


– What does a good prospect look like? Can we find one?


– How should such a prospect be pursued?  What strategy?


– Can it be pursued in a commercially viable way? How?


– If  not, how might regulations/financial incentives adapt to help?


– Are all risks/uncertainties addressed to ensure this can take place?


• Our project is initially focusing on these considerations.







FUTURE Act Enhancements to IRC Section 45Q -- Highlights







Advantages of CO2 Injection Offshore vs. Onshore


• May allow surface discharge of  produced water.


• Avoids populated areas (minimal NIMBY concerns).


• Minimal issues with surface, pore space, and mineral rights 


ownership in federal or state waters.


• Avoids issues pertaining to potentially impacting underground 


sources of  drinking water.


• Could possibly be pursued at lower project life-cycle costs, 


especially where existing infrastructure is in place. 


• Regulatory processes could be more straightforward and 


expeditious in federal waters (may not he quite the case in state 


waters); e.g., Class VI regulatory requirements are not applicable in 


federal waters, possibly resulting in shorter regulatory timelines.







Anticipated Benefits of this R&D


• Initial data acquisition, planning and anticipated permitting 


activities associated with this R&D can inform and be utilized for 


advantage in commercial offshore storage project(s), reducing 


characterization costs and regulatory uncertainties.


• Based on potential risks, some monitoring activities can be 


determined as more likely to yield minimal benefits; with others 


reduced or eliminated. 


• The frequency and/or density of  monitoring 


technologies/approaches can be reduced, based on R&D.


• The same could apply to site characterization, understanding of  


CO2 injectivity, plume management, infrastructure considerations, 


addressing public perceptions and concerns, interactions with 


regulatory bodies, and addressing regulatory gaps.







INITIAL Focus of Activity


• Defining what a good CO2 storage prospect might look like in the 


offshore Gulf  of  Mexico.


• Understanding the current regulatory environment in the offshore 


GOM, so that regulatory gaps are characterized and potentially 


addressed early to ensure expeditious project deployment.


• Reviewing how regulatory frameworks have evolved in other 


jurisdictions, and how they might apply in the offshore GOM.


• Understanding possible financial incentives and their potential 


applicability for CO2 storage/CO2-EOR in the offshore GOM.


• Reviewing characterizations of  offshore project risks and 


uncertainties that may impact how regulatory frameworks and 


financial incentives may need to evolve to address.


• Reviewing offshore best practices for CO2 storage &  transport.







Key Features of Good Prospects for Offshore CO2 Storage 


Features identified in a proposed NETL multi-criteria screening process:


• Reservoir suitability – quality, injectivity, hydrocarbon potential (for EOR), 


relationship between oil/gas prospects and saline storage prospects (i.e., 


stacked storage), etc.


• Logistical feasibility


– Infrastructure – density of  available platforms, usability of  existing 


infrastructure and pipelines ROWs, tradeoffs between reuse and new 


platforms, equipment, pipelines, wells, well slots; etc.


– Source-to-sink -- distance to onshore CO2 sources, volumes of  CO2


supply for EOR and/or storage, shipping route buffer areas, etc.


– Developmental – water depth, subsea reservoir depth, above salt 


domes, potential interference between hydrocarbon production and 


storage, etc.


• Risk indicators – leakage risks, e.g., from faults, legacy wells, etc.







Regulatory Oversight of CO2 Storage in the Federal Offshore -- DOI


• Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act (OCSLA), Dept. of Interior 


(DOI), Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) and 


Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement (BSEE) have 


authority to regulate development of mineral resources on OCS:


– Authority to permit the use and storage of CO2 for EOR activities 


on existing oil and gas leases on the OCS.


– Authority to permit the storage of CO2 for certain types of projects; 


though the authority to issue leases for storage remains unclear.


– No facilities/operations permitted to date


• BOEM finalized research on Best Management Practices (BMPs) 


for CO2 offshore transportation and storage on the OCS


• Specific categories of offshore issues (potential regulatory 


gaps)were identified.







Technical Gaps Identified in BOEM BPMs Study


• Lack of  data for shallower sub-seabed intervals in active O&G 


areas (overburden above the injection and confining intervals) or 


throughout the sub-seabed stratigraphic column for areas in 


which O&G activity is absent. 


• An approach (i.e., adaptive management) that should allow 


BOEM to determine the effectiveness of  future regulatory 


frameworks, recognize regulatory gaps, and allow further 


development of  BMPs as offshore technologies with and without 


CO2-EOR begin to mature. 


• BOEM concludes that first step will be to encourage 


offshore pilot-injection projects with collaboration 


between government, academia, and industry.







Technical Gaps Identified in BOEM BPMs Study (cont.)


Specific categories of  offshore CO2 transport and sub-seabed storage 


issues that should be addressed in future regulations include:


• Characterization and qualification of  CO2 storage sites 


• Corrosion management for CO2 pipelines and injection well or 


platform infrastructure 


• CO2 transport and injection operations planning 


• Risk management and monitoring 


• Quantification of  CO2 storage 


• Site closure 


A key aspect of  this project is to work to address these gaps.







Regulatory Oversight of CO2 Storage in the Federal Offshore - EPA


• Offshore facilities “certifying” CO2 storage (including in association with 


EOR), must comply with GHGRP Subpart RR. 


– For CO2 injected for CO2-EOR (but not opting in for certifying storage), 


must report under Subpart UU.


• Emissions from petroleum & gas facilities (including offshore) that emit 


> 25,000 metric tons of CO2e annually must report under GHGRP 


Subpart W, for process operations and stationary fuel combustion 


• Subpart W reporting requirements are based on DOI regulations 


originally issued under 30 CFR 250.302 through 304 (subsequently moved 


to 30 CFR 550.302 – 304), currently managed by BOEM. 


– This industry segment does not include reporting of emissions from offshore 


drilling and exploration not conducted on platforms.


• This includes emissions reported to DOI as identified in the its latest 


Gulf-wide Offshore Activities Data System (GOADS) emissions study.


.







Best Practices: Recent Activities


• Offshore Best Practices for CO2 Storage & Transportation


– SSEB and the Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission 


(IOGCC) convened an Offshore Task Force that reviewed laws 


and regulations for CO2 capture and storage (2012)


– Texas BEG prepared a report for BOEM on best management 


practices for offshore transportation and sub-seabed geologic 


storage of CO2 (2017)


– SSEB prepared a SOSRA T6.1 report that compared 


DOE/NETL onshore best practices with the BOEM best 


management practices for offshore CO2 transportation and 


storage (2019)







DOE/NETL and BOEM Best Practices Comparison
*Project Management BPM not part of DOE/NETL 2017 update; Under review at SSEB (2019)







Best Practices: SOSRA Planned Activities


• SOSRA T6.2 Best Practices Development Outline (Sep 2019)


– MVA Best Practices Working Group: Many aspects of DOE/NETL 


onshore MVA best practices can be adapted to offshore MVA best 


practices in the Gulf of Mexico


– Characterization-Outreach-Risk Best Practices Working Group: The 


BOEM report does not discuss all the aspects of the geological and 


physical environment that need to be characterized, and why; it does 


not contain any specific public outreach section; and risk 


assessment/mitigation are discussed only from the standpoint of 


leakage







Best Practices: SECARB Offshore Planned Activities


• SECARB Offshore (BP1) Action Plan to Expand Best 


Practices Explicitly Applicable to the Gulf of Mexico (Mar 


2020)


– Create an action plan to advance offshore best practices, based 


upon SOSRA 6.2 and BOEM work completed


– Include existing infrastructure, logistical & regulatory obstacles, 


and decommissioning requirements


• SECARB Offshore (BP2) Final Report (Mar 2023)


– Incorporate best practices document into a final report on 


“Assessment of Legal and Regulatory Frameworks”







Risk Assessments: SECARB Offshore GOM


• Risk Assessments for CO2 Transportation & Storage, 


Including Storage with Utilization


– Risk & Data Gaps in Characterization (Subtask 3.4): partner 


with private companies & organizations to obtain real-world data 


for use in risk assessment and gap analysis


– Risk Registry for Fully Integrated Systems (Subtask 4.3): 


develop preliminary risk registry addressing infrastructure issues 


and uncertainties in offshore CO2 transportation and storage


– Risks Associated with Infrastructure, Operations & Permitting 


(Subtasks 6.1 & 6.2): Address risk management & mitigation 


strategies as they pertain to CO2 transport, delivery, and storage 


options in the offshore environment. 







Project Risks


• An Integrated Offshore Project will need to overcome 


many of the same risks present in onshore projects but 


will also encounter risks specific to the offshore 


environment.  


• While challenging, the subsea does provide some benefits 


relative to onshore projects


Capture Transportation
Pipeline or Tanker


Injection


Risks


Risks


RisksRisks


Risks Associated with


Offshore Operations 
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SEACARB Offshore Project Objectives


• Objective 1: Combine the capabilities and experience of  industry, 


academia, and government to develop and validate key technologies and 


best practices to ensure safe, long-term, economically-viable CO2 storage 


in offshore environments, which includes collaborating and coordinating 


with international organizations.


• Objective 2: Facilitate the subsequent development of  technology-


focused permitting processes needed by industry and regulators (i.e., 


Department of  Interior and BOEM). 


• Objective 3: Collaborate with Federal and State agency programs to 


improve the confidence in containment of  CO2 in the subsea offshore 


environment in storage reservoirs over both short and long timeframes.


• Objective 4: Provide a comprehensive assessment of  the potential to 


implement offshore CO2 storage in the defined GOM Study Area. 







SEACARB Offshore Primary Tasks


• T1: Project Management & Planning


• T2: Knowledge Dissemination 


• T3: Offshore Storage Resource Characterization


• T4: Risk Assessment, Simulation, and Modeling


• T5: Monitoring, Verification, and Accounting


• T6: Infrastructure, Operations, and Permitting







Key Considerations


• Detailed reservoir characterization essential for accurately characterizing 


the target reservoir and estimating oil production/CO2, and for 


prediction and managing CO2 plume and pressure fronts. 


• Procedures that facilitate sharing of  reservoir characterization and flood 


performance data could help address this issue.


• Offshore platforms designed to efficiently use all available space, and 


have limited room for new equipment, particularly CO2 recycling plants. 


– Operators will need to consider innovative approaches for offshore 


CO2 separation, compression and re-injection, where required.


– This will include assessing the tradeoffs between utilizing new versus 


existing platforms, infrastructure, etc.; and in the applicability of  


utilizing subsea technologies.







Key Considerations


• Installing the required well patterns and spacing for optimal 


CO2-EOR and/or storage performance offshore may be cost 


prohibitive due to the high costs of  offshore well drilling. 


– Using horizontal wells with wider well spacing could be 


used to help overcome this challenge.


• Existing production facilities and well tubing may need to be 


retrofitted to prevent corrosion from CO2.


– These alterations may require a platform to be shut 


down, causing a loss of  oil production in the case of  an 


oil production platform converting to CO2-EOR.


– .







Understanding Differences Between CO2 Injection Onshore and 
Offshore
• CO2 injection and CO2-EOR offshore will be different from the past 


experience of  CO2 flooding onshore. 


• Offshore developments are characterized by fewer wells, larger well 


spacing and higher rates per well. 


• Offshore, because of  larger inter well spacing, a greater degree of  


heterogeneity can exist between well pairs. 


• The requirement for compression is greater offshore. 


• Microscopic sweep efficiency increases due to higher miscibility 


development


• The density difference between CO2 and other reservoir fluids decreases 


and net CO2 utilization efficiency can be higher. 


• This could make offshore reservoirs better candidates for coupled CO2-


EOR and CO2 storage.







FUTURE Act Enhancements to IRC Section 45Q -- Highlights


Other provisions include:


▪ Allows the taxpayer to transfer all or a portion of  the credit to the 


entity that:


− Disposes of  the qualified CO2


− Utilizes the qualified CO2


− Uses the qualified CO2 as a tertiary injectant (for EOR).


▪ EPA Greenhouse Gas Reporting Program (GHGRP) Rule 


(Subpart RR) basis for “certifying” storage


▪ The “devil will be in the details” as implementation guidance is 


developed by IRS







Emissions Reported to GOADS


Offshore platforms must report the following emissions:


• Methane (CH4) emissions from the equipment types identified GOADS, 


excluding fuel combustion equipment.


• CO2, CH4, and nitrous oxide (N2O) emissions from flares, as reported in latest 


GOADS report.


• CO2, CH4, N2O emissions for stationary fuel combustion sources following the 


requirements of  40 CFR 98, subpart C (General Stationary Fuel Combustion 


Sources). 


– Emissions from portable/mobile equipment are not required to be reported.


If offshore facilities are reporting CO2 stored under Subpart RR, emissions 


reported to GOADS would be included as required elements to the mass-


balance equation to be reported under Subpart RR.


.







Greenhouse Gas Reporting under Subpart RR


• Storage certification under 45Q may be established by EPA 


Subpart RR reporting


– Operators are required to submit a monitoring, reporting, and verification 


(MRV) plan


– 5 MRV plans approved to date; three for CO2-EOR, one for saline 


storage, one for acid gas disposal – none offshore.


• Most significant concerns related to offshore application of  


Subpart RR include:


– Process for and timeliness of  EPA approval of  MRV plans 


– What constitutes “new” activity -- and thus a new MRV plan


– Extent to which MRV plans are subject to litigation


– What happens if  the “rules of  the game” change?
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Progress of CO2 Injection at the Tomakomai 
CCS Demonstration Project


Jiro Tanaka
Japan CCS Co., Ltd. (JCCS)


GomCarb & SECARB Joint Partnership Meeting
Beaumont, TX


11-12 February 2019 
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen.It is a great privilege to present to you today.Japan CCS is private company established to operate CCS projects on behalf of the Japanese government. The Tomakomai project is located on the southern coastline of Hokkaido Island, some 800 kilometers north of Tokyo, in the port area of Tomakomai City, a large industrial center in Hokkaido, with a population of 172,000.
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World first offshore CCS project in a 
busy port area of large city


 CO2 storage governed by Japanese 
law reflecting London 1996 Protocol


 Energy efficient CO2 capture 
process


 Two highly deviated injection wells 
drilled from onshore targeting two 
separate sub-seabed reservoirs with 
injection intervals exceeding 1,100m


 Extensive onshore and offshore 
monitoring system for observation of 
CO2 behavior in the reservoirs, micro 
seismicity and natural earthquakes


 Marine environmental surveys 
conducted each season


Main characteristics of Tomakomai CCS Project
Bird’s Eye View of Capture and Injection Facilities 
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

The project is the world’s first offshore CCS project in a populated city.A unique feature is that the CO2 injection is conducted by two dedicated injection wells drilled from onshore to offshore.An extensive monitoring system has been set up to monitor CO2, micro seismicity and natural earthquakes.
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Tomakomai CCS Demonstration Project : Fact Sheet
CO2 Stripping Tower CO2 Absorption Tower


Low-pressure Flash Tower


CO2 Compressors


 Project Objectives
 To demonstrate that large-scale CCS systems with 


offshore reservoirs are safe and reliable, confirm 
that the technologies adopted in the project work 
properly, efficiently through the operation of a full 
chain CCS system from capture to storage 


 To define areas which need to be further improved 
or identify issues that need to be resolved towards 
commercial scale implementation of CCS 


Project ：Tomakomai CCS Demonstration Project
Funder ：Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry  (METI)
Implementer ：New Energy and Industrial Technology Development  (NEDO)
Consignee ：Japan CCS Co., Ltd. (JCCS)
Project type ：CO2 Capture + Storage (below seabed)
Scale ：Middle
Status ：Operation
Year of operation：2016 
CO2 source ：Hydrogen production unit in oil refinery
CO2 capture type：Industrial separation
CO2 capture capacity ：600 tonnes/day (200,000 tonnes/year)
CO2 recovery ratio ：over 99.9%
CO2 concentration ：over 99%
CO2 capture process： Two stage absorption system + Low-pressure Flash Tower 
Capture technology ：Chemical Absorption (Activated Amine)
Transport of CO2 ：None
Storage type ：Deep Saline Aquifer (2 layers)
New or retrofit ：New
Capex ：Apr.30 billion yen (without Tax)
Location ：Tomakomai, Hokkaido Prefecture, Japan
Facility Construction ：JGC, JAPEX, JFE Engineering
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

The Tomakomai project is 100% funded by the Japanese government.The CO2 source is a hydrogen production unit of a neighboring refinery. CO2 of over 99% purity is captured and injected into offshore sub-seabed saline aquifers.
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1.4 km long


Pipeline


Project overview & schedule


 First full-chain CCS system in 
Japan from capture to storage
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

The project is the first full-chain CCS project in Japan.The HPU provides a gas stream comprising approx. 50% CO2, the remainder hydrogen and methane. The capture facility is capable of capturing 200,000 tonnes/year, though we are averaging about 100,000, as the supply from the refinery has stoppages due to scheduled maintenance.The project schedule is shown in Japanese fiscal years, which run from April to March of the following year. The project was launched in April 2012. The design and construction of the facilities, drilling of the injection wells, and laying out the monitoring facilities was conducted over a 4 year period, and CO2 injection started in April 2016. The target is to inject around 300,000 tonnes over three years. Monitoring will continue for two years following termination of injection.
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Objectives and tasks of Tomakomai CCS Demonstration Project


Develop practical CCS technology by around 2020 
Demonstrate full-chain CCS system from capture to storage
Confirm existing technologies adopted in the system work properly and 


efficiently 
Tasks


Demonstrate CCS system is safe and reliable
Confirm effectiveness of site selection guideline prepared by METI by 


demonstrating no leakage
 Remove concerns about earthquakes by the data collected;


 No influence by natural earthquakes on CO2 stored 
 No perceptible earth tremors induced by CO2 injection


Confirm guidelines for geological models (building and improvement) 
Prepare technical standards regarding operation and safety of CCS projects
Disclose project information & data and enhance understanding of CCS by 


local residents
Clearly define areas to be improved or solved toward commercialization
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

The objective of the project is to develop practical CCS technology by around 2020, in line with Japan’s Strategic Energy Plan.We are tasked with demonstrating that the full-chain CCS system is safe and reliable.Japan is earthquake country, and we want to remove concerns regarding earthquakes, by establishing that natural earthquakes will not affect the CO2 stored, and conversely that the CO2 injection will not induce perceptible tremors.Another important task is to disclose project information and enhance understanding of CCS.
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CO2 capture process


CO2 Rich amine


Captured CO2


CO2


CO2 Semi-lean 
amine


CO2-containing gas Heat


CO2 Lean amine


CO2 Semi-lean 
amine


CO2 Absorption 
Tower


CO2 Stripping
Tower


Low-pressure
Flash Tower (LPFT)


CO2


CO2 Rich amine


CO2-lean gas
CO2
Stripping
Tower


CO2 Lean amine


Heat


CO2
Absorption 
Tower


Fuel Gas


PSA Off-gas


Two-stage CO2 absorption system with low-
pressure flash tower providing for low energy 
consumption


Tomakomai CO2 Capture Process
CO2 capture energy = 1.16 GJ/t-CO2


CO2 capture energy = 2.5~4.0 GJ/t-CO2


Conventional CO2 Capture Process


Note1 : CO2 capture energy
=[reboiler heat(steam) consumption / steam boiler efficiency + pump 
electricity consumption  x electricity-heat conversion factor / power 
generation efficiency] / CO2 flow rate
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Presentation Notes

The Tomakomai CO2 capture system is compared with a conventional system comprising a CO2 absorption tower and stripper. In our system, there is an additional Low-pressure Flash Tower which uses depressurization to capture about 70% of the CO2. There is less work to be done by the CO2 stripper, resulting in total energy consumption that is less than half that of a conventional system.
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 Deviated CO2 injection wells drilled from onshore into offshore reservoirs
 Cost reduction of drilling, operation and maintenance  
 No disturbance on marine environment and harbor operation


 Injection interval length exceeding 1,100m to enhance injection efficiency


Onshore-to-offshore injection scheme 


Injection well for Takinoue Formation 


Injection well for Moebetsu Formation 
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Presentation Notes

A main feature of the Tomakomai project is the onshore-to-offshore injection scheme.By drilling under the harbor, drilling costs were saved, and we have avoided disturbing the marine environment and the livelihood of the local community. So, it is a sustainable way of conducting CCS.At the right-hand side you see diagrams showing how these wells were constructed. These wells were drilled utilizing oil and gas technology. In oil and gas, wells like these would extract oil or gas from the formations. We are are doing exactly the opposite; through these thin pipes called tubing, we are injecting CO2 into the formations. The formations we are injecting into are filled with water; at the bottom of the wells, the pipes are perforated, and the CO2 gently displaces the water. (At the bottom of each well there is an injection interval exceeding 1100m in length to enhance injection efficiency. Almost all of the CO2 injection to date has been conducted with the sandstone; we have not been able to do much with the deeper volcanic reservoir.)
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Layout of monitoring system
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Observation well 
OB-1


Onshore Seismic
Station


 Extensive monitoring system to address 
concerns about earthquakes 


OBS


OBC



Presenter

Presentation Notes

This diagram depicts the monitoring system.The red lines show the trajectories of the injection wells; around the wells, we have deployed 4 OBS’s, and a buried OBC. There are also 3 observation wells, shown in green.
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Injection Rate Bottom Hole Pressure  Cumulative Injection  


Year/Month/Day 


Period : 2016/4/7 – 2019/1/31 


Maximum 
pressure 


10.0MPaG


Max. injection rate
220×103 tonnes/year)


Upper limit of Injection pressure 
12.6MPaG


31 Jan. 2019 215,675,075 tonnes


＊Annualized injection rate : at 365 operation days per year


Test Injection 


Initial
pressure 
9.3MPaG


1st 2D monitor survey 1st 3D monitor survey 2nd 2D monitor survey


CO2 injection record of Moebetsu Formation


Earthquake
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Monitoring area
for natural seismicity
(50km x 38km)


Hi-net station
CHITOSE


Hi-net station
SHIRAOI


Hi-net station
ATSUMA


Hi-net station
MONBETSU-NISHI


Monitoring area
for micro-seismicity
(6km x 6km)


※The onshore seismic 
station of the project has the  
same specifications conform 
to Hi-net stations: High-
Sensitivity Seismograph 
Network” of  National 
Research Institute for Earth 
Science and Disaster 
Prevention. 


Onshore Seismic
Station


Small photo Image: LC81070302016141LGN00, courtesy of the U.S. Geological Survey


Monitoring areas for seismicity


0                        10km


 Two seismic monitoring areas 
 Monitoring area for micro seismicity 6km by 6km 


covering the injection area using the OBC, OBSs and 
observation wells


 Monitoring area for natural seismicity 50km by 38km 
utilizing the onshore seismic station and nearby Hi-net 
stations deployed by the Japanese government
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

We are monitoring seismicity over two areas. A narrow 6x6km area for micro-seismicity, and a broad 50x38km area for natural seismicity.
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Geological Section （E-W） plotted on Ito (1990)


Total 9 events
Depth: 5.9㎞ - 8.6㎞
Mw: -0.09～0.24


 Before Injection 2015/2/1-2016/4/5


Total 3 events(blue circle)
Depth: 7.4㎞ – 7.7㎞
Mw:  0.31～0.52
Date: Aug. 2 2017


 During Injection 2016/4/6-2018/10/31 


 No micro-seismicity ( Mw > -0.5) in/around 
the depth range of the reservoirs before and 
after the start of injection 


Micro-seismicity
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Presentation Notes

We have been measuring micro-seismicity since Feb. 2015, a little over one year prior to the start of injection. We have recorded 9 events prior to, and three events after startup of injection, which are plotted on this diagram. We are injecting at a depth of about 1 km, whereas the micro-seismic events are occurring at depths of 6 to 8 km; therefore these events are believed to be unrelated to the CO2 injection.
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Magnitude 6.7 at 3:07 am on 6th Sept. 2018
 The epicenter is about 31km in horizontal distance from the Tomakomai Project CO2 storage point and at a 


depth of about 37km; the direct distance between the storage point and the epicenter is about 47km
 Acceleration of 158 gal was observed at the capture facility


Hokkaido Eastern Iburi Earthquake : Location of epicenter


Positional relationship between epicenter and injection point


Plan view Cross section view
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Hypocenter



Presenter

Presentation Notes

As some of you may recall, a major earthquake struck the island of Hokkaido on Sept. 6. The epicenter was 31 km away from where we are injecting CO2, at a depth of about 37km; the direct distance was about 47km.
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Hokkaido Eastern Iburi Earthquake：Reservoir pressure and temperature
 CO2 injection was suspended on 1st Sept. 2018 due to the stop of supply of PSA offgas
 Earthquake occurred on 6th Sept. 2018, during the decline of pressure and temperature of the reservoir
 No shift of declining trend of reservoir temperature and pressure before and after the earthquake


Bottom hole pressures and temperatures of the Moebetsu and Takinoue Formation injection wells
13
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Presentation Notes

This is the record of the bottomhole pressure and temperature of the shallow well during this period. The well was injecting until Sept. 1, after which injection was suspended due to a stoppage of supply from the refinery, and the temperature and pressure was in decline.There is a gap in the data due to an island wide power outage caused by the earthquake. However, you can see that after we recovered power, the declining trend continues.This data is clear evidence that the earthquake had no effect on the stored CO2. Similar results were obtained for the deep well, as well as other earthquakes in the past.(The micro-seismicity and bottomhole data are clear evidence for the case of removing concerns about earthquakes in relation to CCS)
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3D seismic survey


Plotted on Japan Coast  Guard Nautical Chart Plotted on Japan Coast  Guard Nautical Chart 


 The first monitor 3D seismic survey at cumulative CO2 injection of 61,000 to 69,000 tonnes into the Moebetsu
Formation detected a clear anomaly along the injection interval


Survey lines Result of the first monitor survey
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Presentation Notes

We are conducting what are called seismic surveys over the injection area. We take a measurement prior to startup of injection, and repeat the same survey during the course of the injection, and subtract the data of the two surveys. By doing so, we will be able to see if there is any difference.On the right-hand side you see the results of a repeat seismic survey we conducted when we had injected around 60 – 70 thousand tonnes of CO2.Overlain over this data is the trajectory of the injection well. What you see is a bright spot corresponding to the injection interval in the well diagram you saw in a previous slide. What you are seeing is that as the CO2 is smaller in density compared to the water it displaces, the technology is able to image this difference. The data confirms that the distribution of the injected CO2 is limited to a small area near the well, and not going all over the place.(From July to August last year, when the cumulative injection was between 61,000 and 69,000, we conducted a 3D survey, and compared it with the baseline survey. We believe we have successfully imaged the injected CO2, as a bright spot matches up perfectly with the upper part of the injection interval.)
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Bottom SamplerWater Sampler ROV


 Surveys in Three Stages 


 Methods of Survey


• Current direction and speed survey 
by Current Meter


• Sampling of seawater by Water 
Sampler for  concentration of salt etc. 
and plankton observation


• Seabed mud survey by Bottom 
Sampler


• Collection of benthos by Net or 
Dredge Unit


• Observation of benthos by divers or 
ROV


• Before Injection: Baseline 
survey


• During demonstration operation
⁻ During CO2 injection
⁻ After CO2 injection 


• After demonstration operation


 In Japan sub-seabed CO2 storage is governed by “the Act for the Prevention of Marine Pollution and Maritime 
Disaster” reflecting the London 1996 Protocol, under the jurisdiction of Ministry of the Environment (MOE)


Marine environmental survey


12 survey points in Tomakomai Port Area
○ Baseline data


pCO2/DO threshold in the marine environmental
survey plan (revised on 31st Aug. 2018 )


△ Data from Feb. 2016 to Mar. 2018


Threshold line Upper limit of 95%
prediction interval


Fitted curve 
y=913880x-1.726481


R2=0.75
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Presentation Notes

We are closely monitoring the marine environment, taking a whole suite of samples at designated stations on the seabed, four times a year.We monitor the CO2 concentration in the water to make sure that there is no leakage of CO2 from the seafloor.(Based on a domestic law reflecting the London Protocol, we are required to conduct marine environmental surveys each season, taking samples at 12 stations.A crossplot of pCO2 and dissolved oxygen is mapped, and we are required to stay below a threshold. We initially ran into problems by setting a conservative threshold based to too few data points, and this threshold has recently been revised.)
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Establishment : April 2010 (prior to selection of Tomakomai site) 


Activities : 1) Promotion of Tomakomai CCS Demonstration Project
2) Dissemination of information to Tomakomai citizens   


Chairman : Tomakomai City Mayor


Members : All major corporations in Tomakomai and industrial associations,
Tomakomai Fishery Cooperative


Secretariat : Tomakomai City


Construction site visit by members Annual publication


④Information Disclosure System
Disclosure of CO2 injection volume,
borehole pressure & temperature,
seawater CO2 concentration,
earthquake & micro-seismicity data 
on JCCS website


⑤Mini seminars for students
Held in universities in Hokkaido as well
as nationwide


⑥Kids’ lab classes/site tours
Held in primary and secondary schools in
Tomakomai; enhance understanding of
global warming and CCS through CO2
experiments. Site tours for children.


①Panel Exhibitions
Expand exhibition area in accordance 
with progress of project


②Forum for Tomakomai Citizens
Continue holding forums to maintain
understanding of CCS by many people


③Site Tours
Show facilities and observation wells to
general public


Tomakomai CCS Promotion Association Public Outreach Activities


 The Tomakomai CCS Demonstration Project is being conducted with the understanding and support of the local 
government, industries and local community


Public Engagement
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Presentation Notes

The project being situated in a large city, we cannot conduct this project without the understanding and support of the local community. In this regard, we are receiving strong support from the city of Tomakomai, which set up an association to promote the project. The city has a legacy of being an environmentally conscious city, and has aspirations to be the model for CCS in Japan.We are conducting an extensive public outreach program in the city and neighboring towns, (comprising panel exhibitions, an annual forum for Tomakomai citizens, information disclosure through our website and Tomakomai City Hall) to keep the local community informed.We even go out to local schools, to talk about global warming and CCS.
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International Collaboration : High Resolution 3D Seismic Acquisition at Tomakomai


Source: High-resolution 3D seismic acquisition at the Tomakomai CO2 storage project, offshore Hokkaido, Japan; T.A. Meckel, 
Y.E. Feng, R.H. Trevino (Gulf Coast Carbon Center, Bureau of Economic Geology, The University of Texas at Austin)


 Collaboration with DOE (U.S. Department of Energy) 
 Memorandum of Cooperation (MOC) for collaboration on CCS technology development signed between DOE and Japan Ministry of 


Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) in April 2015.
 In July 2017, as joint research at Tomakomai CCS Demonstration Project site, DOE made decision to provide funding of US$ 2.5 million to 


Bureau of Economic Geology, University of Texas for implementation of data acquisition and analysis, including HR3D marine seismic data 
acquisition.


 In August 2017, University of Texas conducted acquisition of HR3D seismic data at Tomakomai CCS Demonstration Project site.
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

Lastly, I put up this slide as a token of international collaboration that is taking place in Tomakomai.The U.S. DOE and the METI of Japan have entered into an MOC on CCS technology development.Based on this MOC, DOE provided funding to the University of Texas, which conducted a high resolution 3D survey over the Tomakomai site.The data acquired was an important complement to our conventional 3D dataset.I won’t say any more, as the results will be presented in Poster Session B this afternoon.
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Conclusion


 Full chain CCS system from source to storage is in operation; objective is to develop practical CCS 
technology by around 2020
 Demonstrate safety and reliability of CCS system
 Remove concerns about earthquakes and induced seismicity


Notable features of project
 Low energy capture system (world-class)
 Deviated injection wells from onshore site into offshore reservoirs avoiding disturbance of local livelihood
 Extensive monitoring system for seismicity


 The “Moebetsu Formation” (shallow reservoir) has demonstrated superior injectivity, and CO2 injection is 
progressing smoothly with cumulative injection at 215,675,075 tonnes (as of 31st January 2019) 


 No seismicity (Mw > -0.5) has been detected in/around the depth range of the reservoirs before and after 
the start of injection 


 Natural earthquakes have not caused any damage to the facilities or reservoirs of the project


 The first monitor 3D survey successfully detected an anomaly at cumulative CO2 injection of 61,000 to 
69,000 tonnes into the Moebetsu Formation


 Project being conducted with understanding and support of local community
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http://www.japanccs.com/


Thank you for your attention.


This presentation is based on results obtained from a project
commissioned by Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) and
the New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization
(NEDO).
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Aker Solutions 
CCUS engagement
- a glimpse of our offerings


Beaumont, February 11-12, 2019
Hans Petter Øvrevik, jkjkjkjk, Aker Solutions
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Short intro about Aker Solutions 
Challenges offshore CO2 EOR
Relevant subsea processing systems
Summary


February 8, 2019 Slide 2


Outline
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EngagementSlide 3


Our Vision
A leader in forging a sustainable future 
for our industry and the world it serves
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14,000
EMPLOYEES


20
COUNTRIES


50
LOCATIONS


175
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE


Aker Solutions creates solutions to unlock energy safely 
and sustainably for future generations


08 February 2019
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Expertise
From subsea to surface and concept to 
decommissioning, our technical expertise 
and strong partnerships provide energy 
companies what they need to succeed


February 8, 2019 Slide 5


Subsea Production Systems


Field Planning, Feasibility and Concept Studies


Carbon Capture, Utilization and Storage


Subsea Pumps, Compression and Processing


Asset Integrity Management


Maintenance, Modifications and Operations


Fixed and Floating Production Systems


Lifecycle Services


Decommissioning


Hook-Up and Completion
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Carbon Capture, Utilization and Storage (CCUS) since 1996


Slide 6


Aker Solutions offers technology and solutions for the entire carbon capture, utilization and storage value chain


08 February 2019
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Main Challenges for offshore CO2 EOR
CO2 supply chain not established  


limited availability of CO2
forecasted need for large volumes 


Facilities and wells are not corrosion 
resistant
Limited weight and space available for 
topside separation on most platforms
Extremely costly retrofits and additional 
installations
Loss of production due to shut down in 
retrofit period


Øyvind Hagen  - Statoil ASA


August 31, 2016 Slide 7
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Available Subsea Processing Building Blocks


August 31, 2016


Injection XTProduction XT


Subsea process system 
building blocks


Multiphase cooler
Gas compressor
Gas/liquid separator
Liquid/liquid separator
De-sanding equipment
Produced water de-oiling equipment
Liquid pump
Multiphase pump
Control systems
Power solutions
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Large portfolio of subsea separation equipment


Water treatment
Produced water
Sea water


Horizontal gravity separators
2 & 3 phase separators
Pipe separator


Scrubbers/Gas liquid separators
Bulk separation
Dry gas for compression


Solids management
Gravity separator internals
Desanding cyclones


Boosting systems


Sea water injection systems


Compression systems


Gas treatment
Dehydration
CO2


Qualification
ongoing


Qualification
needed


Qualified


Qualified


Qualified
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Not only about choosing equipment………..
Operation at well head pressures – lower gas
volumes
Sea water temperature – cooling – hydrate formation –
condensation
Limited availability hold up volumes
Constraints in compression stages
Utilize physical/chemical conditions
Considerable advantages related to HSE – flaring, 
gas exposure, manning
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Conditions and considerations subsea CO2 processing
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CO2 Separation Performance


August 31, 2016


HC gas, Oil
Reservoir Subsea process 


system


Topsides


Water, CO2


HC gas, Oil, water
Reservoir Subsea process 


system


Topsides


CO2


Simplest arrangement:
Separation and reinjection of 
HC gas and CO2 using
subsea compressor system


More advanced arrangement:
Gas separation
Reinjection enriched CO2


Advanced arrangement:
Gas separation
Water separation
Reinjection enriched CO2


Oil, water
Subsea process 


system


Topsides


HC gas, CO2


Reservoir


Depending on arrangement; 90 – 97 % CO2 can be separated from well stream.
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Key Important Subsea Building Blocks
Compression System – Åsgard 1.0 Improved – Åsgard 2.0


August 31, 2016


21 MSm3/d flow rate
2 x 11.5 MW compressor power


Offers 50 % reduction in weight
Easier installation
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Key Important Subsea Building Blocks
Selective Membranes


August 31, 2016


New polymer qualities with robust properties
Increased selectivity in combination with productivity
Compact arrangement for subsea developed 
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Concept involving CO2 membrane bulk separation 


Åsgard compression 
technology
Adapted to CO2
Limitations in pressure 
ratio


Two stages membrane separation
Constraints in available pressure 
ratio
High G/L temperature favorable
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Main idea: Simple and robust subsea 
process system to enable CO2 EOR


Separation of produced gas and liquid
Produced sour gas (mix of HC and CO2) 
is compressed and reinjected into 
the reservoir
Liquid is sent to existing topside 
process facility
Existing process facility have limited 
exposure to CO2


Objective: Assess the technical and 
economical feasibility of a CO2 separation 
and reinjection system from a CO2 flooded 
oil reservoir to avoid or minimize the need 
for topside modifications


SUBCOMP
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SUBCOMP partners: CLIMIT, 
Equinor & MAN Energy Solutions


CCUS Offerings from Aker Solutions
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Relevant Subsea Injection Systems (for CO2 Storage & EOR)
Conceptual studies, FEED, EPC delivery


Optimizing system solution and client value from early client
egagement, project execution and life of field


Injection well system
Subsea Trees and Wellheads ensuring safe and reliable drilling and 
injection operations 


Control & automation systems
Integrated control systems built upon reliable, robust and 
commercially available building blocks


Umbilicals
Provision of injection chemicals, hydraulic control, power and signal 
(electric & fibre optic)


Injection template, manifold and tie-in solutions
Built on an extensive range of field proven products and concepts, 
while still allowing for project specific needs 


Workover, installation & intervention tooling
Open-water systems, turnkey landing string solutions for jackup and 
conventional rig applications and riserless well intervention systems


Life of field services
Installation, commissioning and start-up
Maintenance, spare parts
Decommissioning
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Subsea Injection Systems


Wellheads Trees Controls & 
Automation Umbilical Structures & 


ManifoldsTie-In Workover Systems


CCUS Offerings from Aker Solutions
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CO2 EOR – Subsea Solutions
Key enabler for offshore CO2 EOR concepts
Solutions for pre-treatment of well stream to 
remove bulk CO2 to minimize the need for 
costly retrofits of existing process facilities to 
handle sour gas
Overlap of EOR production with 
conventional oil production
Facilities available for injection of CO2 for 
permanent storage as a final CCS stage


Offshore reservoirs provides a huge and 
reliable capacity for safe and permanent 
CO2 storage


Flexibility with regards to CO2 transport
Ship delivery vs pipeline
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Subsea Solutions Offer Several 
Advantages


Separation at higher pressure – reduced gas 
volumes and compression duty (vs topside)
Reduced installation costs – subsea separation 
Small subsea facilities serving segments in large 
reservoir
Retrievable modules - reuse


CCUS Offerings from Aker Solutions
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Copyright
Copyright of all published material including photographs, drawings and images in this document remains vested in Aker Solutions and third 
party contributors as appropriate. Accordingly, neither the whole nor any part of this document shall be reproduced in any form nor used in any 
manner without express prior permission and applicable acknowledgements. No trademark, copyright or other notice shall be altered or 
removed from any reproduction.


Disclaimer
This Presentation includes and is based, inter alia, on forward-looking information and statements that are subject to risks and uncertainties 
that could cause actual results to differ. These statements and this Presentation are based on current expectations, estimates and projections 
about global economic conditions, the economic conditions of the regions and industries that are major markets for Aker Solutions ASA and 
Aker Solutions ASA’s (including subsidiaries and affiliates) lines of business. These expectations, estimates and projections are generally 
identifiable by statements containing words such as “expects”, “believes”, “estimates” or similar expressions. Important factors that could 
cause actual results to differ materially from those expectations include, among others, economic and market conditions in the geographic 
areas and industries that are or will be major markets for Aker Solutions’ businesses, oil prices, market acceptance of new products and 
services, changes in governmental regulations, interest rates, fluctuations in currency exchange rates and such other factors as may be 
discussed from time to time in the Presentation. Although Aker Solutions ASA believes that its expectations and the Presentation are based 
upon reasonable assumptions, it can give no assurance that those expectations will be achieved or that the actual results will be as set out in 
the Presentation. Aker Solutions ASA is making no representation or warranty, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy, reliability or 
completeness of the Presentation, and neither Aker Solutions ASA nor any of its directors, officers or employees will have any liability to you 
or any other persons resulting from your use.


Aker Solutions consists of many legally independent entities, constituting their own separate identities. Aker Solutions is used as the common 
brand or trade mark for most of these entities. In this presentation we may sometimes use “Aker Solutions”, “we” or “us” when we refer to Aker 
Solutions companies in general or where no useful purpose is served by identifying any particular Aker Solutions company.
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SUSAN HOVORKA
Gulf Coast Carbon Center
Bureau of Economic Geology
Jackson School of Geosciences
The University of Texas at Austin


SEEKING FIRST 
PROJECTS IN THE US 
OFFSHORE
Context for the GoMCarb Partnership
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Subsea deep saline storage: 
• Adds storage resource for the US
• Reduces multiple risks of onshore storage


NETL
NATCARB Atlas 2015
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Add title
• Add text
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Ready for investment in US?
• Advanced in other parts of world (see panel 2))


CSFL report 2015
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The problem and the opportunity: 
Numerous sources of  CO2 in high concentrations are collocated on thick of 
sedimentary rocks
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Sources (dot size =release)
Refineries and chemical 
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Electric power plants
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Selected oil field
that could benefit from EOR


#


#


#


#


Existing CO2
pipeline


#


#


#


#


Future CO2 pipeline


Frio Brine Pilot



Presenter

Presentation Notes

I am interested in the “selected oil field that could benefit form EOR” I take it that this was on one of Sue’s Maps?
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Ready for investment in US?
• .Storage not demonstrated in US waters


• Lots of progress on feasibility (see rest of this program!)
• 2008  overall capacity evaluation
• Characterization studies – SOSRA and TXLA GOM
• Multi-state characterization studies in eastern US and west coast
• Two source-sink matching studies in Carbon SAFE Phase 


• How and where will the “show me” moment occur?


Chemical sector emissions EIA 2018 Refineries Sector Emissions IEA 2018
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Gulf Coast Case
• Concentrated high concentration sources


• Petrochemical, natural gas, LNG
• Investment and growth
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Oil Atmsf Destilat Capacity Crude Oil Receipts


Gulf Coast petrochemical industrial expansions capital expenditures 
Coombus, et al, 2017Ramon Gil
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Gulf Coast Case
• Extensive storage resource


• Thick aerially extensive   permeable sandstones
• High quality proven ductile seals
• Just offshore – proximal to sources
• State(s) are single surface-subsurface ownership –


charged with use for public good


Carr et al. 2011
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Focus on Hubs
Aggregation of sources 
yields higher volumes 
and  lower cost per ton 
stored
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 Location of Trinidad and Tobago (T&T)
 Impact of Climate Change on the Caribbean
 Results on Carbon Capture in T&T
 Rationale for CCS in T&T
 Key finding from local studies
 Way forward for T&T
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Impact of Climate Change on the Caribbean
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CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS IN THE 
CARIBBEAN (DOMINICA -2017) 
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CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS IN THE 
CARIBBEAN (TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO)
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Samaroo J., 2018







CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS IN THE  CARIBBEAN
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Livelihoods  Severely affected:
 Food Security 
 Infrastructure 
Economic and financial impacts 
Coastal and marine resources 
Water Resources
Health







Results on Carbon Capture in T&T
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T&T’s GHG Inventory - 2015


In 2015, 45 Million Tonnes of GHG emissions occurred in T&T.  More 
than 80% emanated from the Petrochemical and Power Sectors.


Boodlal, 2017Partnership UT/UWI 
Beumont Texas 
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T&T’s GHG Inventory - The 
Petrochemical Sector


In 2015, within the Petrochemical Sector in T&T, more than 80% of GHG 
emissions originated from Ammonia and Methanol Synthesis.


Boodlal, 2017Partnership UT/UWI 
Beumont Texas 
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T&T’s GHG Inventory - The Power 
Sector


In 2015, within the Power Sector in T&T, 81% of GHG emissions 
originated from Industrial consumption.


Boodlal, 2017
Partnership UT/UWI 
Beumont Texas 
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BEST CO2 SOURCES IN T&T


Partnership UT/UWI 
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Boodlal, 2017


 Process Emissions from Ammonia Synthesis 


 Four (4) million metric tonnes per annum, available for CO2


sequestration projects


 Process Emissions from Atlantic (1 million metric tonnes per annum are 


available)







Rationale for CCS in T&T


Partnership UT/UWI 
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Why not Ocean and Terrestrial 
Sequestration?


 Ocean sequestration is unsafe and unreliable


 Trinidad is 5000 km2 = 500,000 hectares


 Eleven tonnes/hectare of tropical forest per year can be
sequestered. (IPCC, 2006)


 500,000 x 11 = 5.5 million tonnes would be the maximum
amount of emitted CO2 that could be captured by natural sinks


Partnership UT/UWI 
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Geologic sequestration Options for 
T&T


Modified from www.spacedaily.com/news/greenhouse00j-html
Partnership UT/UWI 
Beumont Texas 
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Critical Factors to Geologic Sequestration


 Costs


 Public acceptance


 Leakage of injected CO2
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Public perception of CCS in T&T -2018


Alexander et al., 2018
Partnership UT/UWI 
Beumont Texas 
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THE CERM PROJECT:
MAXIMISING VALUE THROUGH COLLABORATION 


AMONG GOVERNMENT AND GOVERNMENT-


SPONSORED ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS


Government


•Research
•Project 
Coordination


Academia


•Regulations


State 
Enterprises


•Oil Production
•Gas Transmission


Partnership UT/UWI 
Beumont Texas 
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CO2EOR ROAD MAP


Feasibility


Laboratory 
Studies


Reservoir 
Studies


Pilot Project


Design Field 
Test


Design Field 
Implementation


Surface and 
Subsurface 


Implementation


Fine Tune Field 
Development 


Plan Expand Field 
Development 


Monitor and 
Control


Screen reservoirs 
and fields


Feedback loop to 
improve design


Optimization throughout 
life of project


Ri
sk


2 years* 1.5 years 2 years


Investment Source: Schlumberger Oil Review


PHASE TWOPHASE ONE
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Key finding from local studies
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Key finding from local studies


• CO2 can be trapped for thousands of years fault and cap rock
must be sealing.


Partnership UT/UWI 
Beumont Texas 
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Way forward for T&T


Partnership UT/UWI 
Beumont Texas 
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Way forward for T&T


• Capacity Building at the Educational Institutions
• National climate change workshops
• Public Awareness
• International Partnerships
• Conducting local research
• Storage Capacity


• Demonstration projects
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How can the CERM Project reduce CO2 emissions?


1. Provide opportunities to commercialize carbon


emissions*


2. Provide the necessary detail for sound CO2EOR


investment decisions


3. Build local expertise with a new generation of


geoscientists and engineers to design, operate and


optimize CO2EOR and CCS in Trinidad.


4. Overall reduction in carbon footprint


WWW.THECERMPROJECT.COM
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Beumont Texas Partnership with the UT/UWI


25ANY QUESTIONS?


CO2 Spent Reservoirs


CCSSOURCE: SMITH 2007
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Norway CCS Update: 
Sleipner, Snøhvit and the 
Northern Lights project
GoMCarb meeting Feb 11, 2019 Beaumont


Philip Ringrose
Equinor R&T - Trondheim Norway







Open


Sleipner CCS  
operational 
since 1996


Snøhvit CCS 
operational 
since 2008


CO2 capture test centre 
(TCM) operational  
since 2012


 22 years of operations


 Building confidence in CCS


 >22 Mt CO2 stored


 New full-scale CCS project
being developed


Norway CCS: Building on experience


Norwegian CCS 
value chain project 
(2016-2023)
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Open


Sleipner Project Summary


• Norway CCS
• Learnings from Sleipner
• Learnings from Snøhvit
• Plans for the new 


Norwegian CCS 
Demonstration project


• Future potential
• CCS part of gas field development


• Amine capture from natural gas


• 0.9 Million tonnes stored per year


• Injection started in Sept. 1996


• 22 years assurance monitoring


• Sleipner platform processing CO2 from Gudrun 
field from 2017
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Open


Sleipner Monitoring programme review


1996:
Injection start


2018:
18 Mt


Seismic


Gravimetry


Visual monitoring


Chemical sampling


• What was valuable?
• How did it meet the regulations?


C
on


ta
in


m
en


t


C
on


fo
rm


an
ce


   
   


Furre et al. 2017


Regulatory 
compliance with 
new Directive


2015
Re-permitting
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Open


Snøhvit Project Summary


• 150km seabed CO2 transport pipeline
• Saline aquifers c. 2.4km deep adjacent to gas field
• CO2 stored initially in the Tubåen Fm. (2008-2011) and then in the Stø Fm. (2011-)
• Now injecting in second injector with first injector used as back-up
• > 5Mt injected so far


Gas


CO2


LNG plant 
(Melkøya)


 First onshore capture - offshore storage project (combined with LNG)
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Open


Northern Lights: Part of the full CCS value chain


Northern Lights
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Open


Pipeline


Well


Subsea 
structure


Export pump


Umbilical


CO2 transport ship


LCO2LCO2


LCO
2


Heater


LCO
2


LCO
2


LCO
2


Evaporator


Northern Lights: design concept overview


Ship
• One ship per capture site
• 7,500m3 of CO2 per ship


Pipeline
• 110km 12 inch pipeline


Subsea injection well
• Injection of CO2 into reservoir at ~3000m depth


1 x ship
2 x ship


Onshore facilities Pipeline 1 x injection well (tbc)


Additional jetty, tank and pumping facilities Additional well(s)+ ship(s)


Capacity (Mt/y)
5


1.5
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Open


Design for onshore terminal in Kollsnes, Øygarden
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Open


Norway CO2 storage in numbers


How much is 1Mt of CO2?


• Annual emissions from 330,000 cars 
(assuming 200g/km)


• 5 million passenger air kilometres


• 100 million tonnes/km of maritime 
shipping


• One tenth of Norwegian road traffic 
emissions in 2014
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Year end


Sleipner Snøhvit New CCS? Projections based on 
simple assumptions


1.0              Annual rate         1.3                         2.0                      


Rate of CO2 sequestration


Annual rate of gas injection in all 
Equinor-operated oilfields (NCS)


• ~35 Gsm3/year (methane)


• Which is equivalent to 64.8Mt CO2
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Open


Norwegian CO2 Storage: Future potential


Allows stepwise development of 
CCS from more regional hubs


Reduces risk and threshold for others
Enables additional CO2 storage


Basis for emerging CO2 value chains:
• Natural gas to hydrogen 
• CO2 EOR


 Norway CCS hub: 
Possible catalyst for roll-out of CCS in Europe?
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Outline
• Learnings from CarbonSafe
• LSU tasks
• LSU study subarea


– State waters
– Federal waters


• Previous studies
• Data gathering


– Facilities
– Characterization


• Detailed field study identification
• Conclusions
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Relationship with CarbonSafe


• CO2 emissions in Louisiana 
• Source-sink matching
• Selected storage sites’ characterization
• Storage capacity estimation 
• Containment assessment


– Wells 
– Faults 







Energy-Related Emissions by 
State, 2014
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Electric
Power
20%


Source:  Energy Information Administration, U.S. Department of Energy.


At ~220 million tons of CO2 emissions, Louisiana ranks seventh in the U.S.
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U.S. and Louisiana CO2
Emissions per Sector
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In Louisiana, power generation comprises 
about 22 percent of overall state emissions. 


Louisiana’s primary source of CO2 emissions 
comes from industry.


In the U.S., power generation 
comprises over 40 percent of 
overall national emissions.


Electric
Power
20%


Industrial
20%


Electric 
Power
43% Industrial


55%


Electric 
Power
22%


Transportation
23%Transportation


33%


Source:  Energy Information Administration, U.S. Department of Energy.







Industrial CO2 emissions by 
category
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Electric
Power
20%


Source: U.S. EPA Envirofacts.


Chemical Manufacturing


Petroleum and Coal Products


Natural Gas Processing


Paper Manufacturing


Primary Metal Manufacturing


Food, Beverage and Tobacco


Nonmetallic Minerals


Wood Products


Fabricated Metal


Most of the Louisiana industrial CO2 emissions are concentrated in the
chemical and refining sectors. Natural gas processing is a distant third.







Louisiana’s critical energy 
infrastructure
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Refineries, certain petrochemical facilities, and gas processing facilities can 
serve as important carbon sources.  The existing pipeline and storage 


infrastructure underscores opportunities for linking potential sources and sinks.







Industrial  Sources (corridor)


9Norco area (Shell refinery)


Donaldsonville area (CF 
industries ammonia plant)


A large number of these relatively high-
emission sources (>250,000 ton) are located
in a geographically-concentrated area.







Top Sources (totals)
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Facility City
2014 CO2 


Emissions (mt) CO2 Purity Facility Type NAICS
Big Cajun 2 New Roads 10,624,054 Low Power Plant 221112
Brame Energy Center Lens 6,725,251 Low Power Plant 221112
ExxonMobil Baton Rouge Baton Rouge 6,245,428 Mostly Low Refinery 324110
CF Industries Nitrogen Donaldsonville 5,388,579 High Petrochemical 325311
CITGO Lake Charles Sulphur 4,766,415 Mostly Low Refinery 324110
Marathon Petroleum Company Garyville 3,930,022 Mostly Low Refinery 324110
Norco Manufacturing Complex Norco 3,527,991 Mostly Low Refinery 324110
R S Nelson Westlake 3,513,465 Low Power Plant 221112
Dolet Hills Power Station Mansfield 2,943,833 Low Power Plant 221112
Saint Charles Operations - Dow Taft 2,881,974 Mostly Low Petrochemical 325199







Storage Site Selection
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• Site selection criteria: 


– Proximity to CO2 sources


– Large storage capacity


– Potential for CO2 containment


• Site specific data collection from public sources
– Initial site screening by Louisiana Geological Survey* 


– Well logs (to estimate capacity)


– Well data (active and abandoned)


– Well history data (cement tops and plugging data)


Source:  *Chacko John, Warren Schulingkamp, Bobby Jones, Brian Harder & Reed Bourgeois, (2011). “Potential for Carbon Dioxide Sequestration 
in Five Fields along the Mississippi River Industrial Corridor in Louisiana”, LGS, LSU. 







Selected Depleted Oil Fields


12Norco area (Shell refinery)


Donaldsonville area (CF 
industries ammonia plant)


Paradis


Bayou Sorrel







Common Sites Features
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• Multiple storage zones with stacked sand systems


• Thick zones (up to several hundred ft.)


• High porosity and high permeability


• Normal hydrostatic pressure ~0.465 psi/ft


Cum oil 
(MMSTB)


Cum gas 
(BSCF)


Total 
wells


Currently 
prod. wells*


Bayou 
Sorrel 44 190 176 3


Paradis 156 1350 411 16


* Current production intervals are deeper than 10,000 ft
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Bayou Sorrel Petrophysical Data


Zone Depth (ft) Porosity 


CO2 Density (kg)
Average thickness = 998 ft


Average Porosity = 0.28







Paradis Petrophysical Data
Zone Depth (ft)


CO2 Density (kg)


Porosity 


Average thickness = 350 ft Average Porosity = 0.3


9







Storage Capacity
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Static Model Bayou Sorrel Paradis
Average depth to top of potential storage zone (ft) 7300 4300
Average thickness of potential storage zone (ft) 990 350
Average porosity of potential storage zone (fraction) 0.280 0.300
Average CO2 density (kg/m3) 771.1 714
Static storage efficiency (fraction) 0.020 0.020
Static storage capacity (Mt) 133 84
Static capacity per unit volume (Kg/m3) 4.318 4.284


Dynamic Model Parameters
Bayou Sorrel Paradis


Transmissive 
Faults


Non-
transmissive 


Faults
No. of wells 7 7 7
Dynamic Capacity (Mt) 129 124 71
Storage efficiency (fraction) 0.019 0.043 0.025
Dynamic capacity (Kg/m3) 4.20 9.29 5.33







Dynamic Storage Efficiency
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Dimensionless Group Min Max


Nα 0.1957 1.8608


RL 2.1447 9.4056


Mg 2.7871 8.9555


Ng x 10-3 0.2017 1.2446


Swr 0.1002 0.3975


PiD 96 339







Wellbore/fault CO2 Leakage
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LSU tasks for SECARB 
Offshore GOM project


Task 3: Offshore Storage Resources Characterization


Task 4: Risk Assessment, Simulation, and Modeling


Task 5: Monitoring, Verification, and Accounting
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LSU Contributions (Cont’d): 
depleted and active hydrocarbon reservoirs
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Fields 618
Total Sands 6500
Gas 2958
Oil 1389
Combination 1982
Unclassified 171
Depleted 1535
Active 4965


Total Fields 32
Depleted 19
Active 13







Previous studies
– CO2 Storage Capacity Estimate


• NITEC-2017 (Depleted sands in 
Federal waters GoM)


• BEG (SECARB, Phase3, 2011)


– CO2 EOR
• ARI-2014 (CO2 -EOR Offshore 


Resource Assessment) 


– Cost and benefits 
• ICF International (2012), NETL 


reports and spreadsheets


– Monitoring, Verification, and Accounting
• Carbon Sequestration Leadership 


Forum (2017) 21


NITEC-2017


ARI-2014







Data gathering: characterization


Work is in progress to
• Collect & analyze sand data: Pore Volumes, Cumulative  


production, Pressure, Temperature, Drive mechanisms, 
Recovery factors for depleted sands


• Define a strategy to estimate/verify recovery factors for 
actively producing sands and extend to include recovery 
with EOR
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Data gathering: Facilities
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Work is in progress to collect data of exiting or planned facilities to be 
incorporated into considering the potential fields


Source: EIA







Detailed field study identification


• Field South Pass Block 43 
(SP043) was selected


• Field selection criteria:
– Short source-sink distance
– Least number of wells
– Shallow water depth (108 ft)
– Storage zone not very deep (6,348 ft)
– Recently depleted
– Existing near infrastructure
– Reservoir confined to a single block


24







Conclusions


– Initial phase of literature review for most relevant past studies is 
performed to collect required data while avoiding repetition. 
Detailed literature review is in progress; 


– Collection of sand and production data necessary for storage 
analysis is in progress from BOEM online data base and relevant 
past studies;


– Data Collection (from SONRIS) and analysis for state waters is 
in progress;


– Facilities data collection and analysis is in progress to apply a 
source-sink matching criteria;


– Based on the initial data and following a risk based criteria, a 
depleted field has been selected for detailed study.
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Questions?
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Disclaimer:
This presentation is based upon work supported by the Department of 
Energy and was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency 
of the United States Government. Neither the United States Government 
nor any agency thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, 
express or implied, or assumes any legal liability of responsibility for the 
accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, 
product, of process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe 
privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial 
product, process, or service by trade, name, trademark, manufacturer, or 
otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, 
recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any 
agency thereof. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do 
not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government or 
any agency thereof.
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About the GBDS
• “Gulf of Mexico Basin Depositional Synthesis”
• Part of The University of Texas Institute for Geophysics (UTIG)
• Ongoing, industry-supported project
• Research the depositional history & framework of the GoM &  


provide a comprehensive synthesis of the Mesozoic & Cenozoic fill 
of the GoM with the intent to better understand reservoirs


• Results updated & distributed regularly as a digital database


• https://ig.utexas.edu/energy/gbds/
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Objectives of the GBDS for GoMCarb
• To contribute resources from the GBDS database for the success of 


GoMCarb project objectives


• Assemble, integrate and assess publicly available geologic data 
(e.g. biostratigraphy, well logs and regional & local seismic) with the 
GBDS regional database to characterize offshore storage resource 
potential in the Chandeleur Island 3D seismic survey area.
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Objectives of the GBDS for GoMCarb
• Interpret stratigraphic boundaries & faults through the Cenozoic


• Identify potential traps/seals


• Estimate porosity (data permitting)


• Interval of interest is the Miocene
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GoMCarb & Chandeleur Island study areas (SA)
GoMCarb in Blue; SECarb in yellow; Chandeleur circled in red
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Chandeleur Island 
3D Seismic Survey Area
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State Waters
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Geologic Setting
• Bound by MS and LA coasts (N & W), 


Chandeleur Islands (E) and the 
Mississippi Delta (S)


• SA bisected by NW/SE trending Albian
Shelf margin (extensive faulting)


• Northern half on continental shelf –
low-relief stratigraphy w/little-no 
faulting


• Southern half dives into a region of 
isolated salt canopies and mini basins 


Chandeleur
Islands
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Tectonic Provinces Map


Existing map derived from published data
• Updated distal fold belts (Atwater and 


Keathley-Walker) based on Hudec et 
al. (2013)


Isolated 
canopies 
and 
minibasins


Mid-K 
Louann 
detachment


La/M


D
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Local Geologic Cross-Section


Top NT


PW


SH


BMT


Jurassic


EFT


Tuscaloosa


UM


PTA


Albian Shelf Margin


Seismic data courtesy of ION
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Difficulty with Data
• State vs. Federal data archiving standards


• Submission requirements
• Organization


• Vintage Data 1970’s – 1990’s
• Lower resolution
• Down hole logs originally raster data


• 3D seismic data delivered in time, not depth
• GBDS data in depth
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Velocity Model
(Created by Penelope Parr)


• Insufficient log data available 
to create a velocity model


• Created by utilizing interval 
velocity data from 3 ION 
GulfSPAN lines intersecting 
survey area


• Low-resolution data means the 
model isn’t perfectly aligned, 
but overall, the conversion is a 
proximate fit to existing 
biostrat tops


West to East interpreted velocity model with section & wells and tops
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Biostratigraphic Data 
for well correlation
• Blue – Drilled wells
• Yellow – Wells with biostrat reports 


(PDI)


• *Area is largely devoid of significant 
oil & gas accumulations despite 
number of wells – failed top seals?
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Biostratigraphic Data 
for well correlation
• Blue – Drilled wells
• Yellow – Wells with biostrat reports 


(PDI)


• Green – Wells with applicable data 
(through Miocene)
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Biostratigraphic Data 
for well correlation
• Green – Wells with applicable data 


(through Miocene)


• Caveats:
• Distant from ION lines
• Biostrat from “green wells” 


predominantly based on benthic forams
• Modern biostrat predominantly based on 


planktonic forams and calc. nannos
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GBDS 
Stratigraphic 
Correlation 
Chart
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Interpretation to-date
• 6 stratigraphic horizons


• Cretaceous through top of data
• Correlated to nearby wells, previously 


interpreted by GBDS


• Grids created for each horizon
• GIS contour grids created for each horizon
• Fault interpretation in progress
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Stratigraphic 
Interpretation


Seismic data courtesy of SEI
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Grids
• Top Cretaceous
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GIS
• Grids exported from 


Decision Space to create 
GIS contour maps
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Faults
• Interpretation in 


progress
• SA moderately 


faulted
• Notable faulting 


through the 
Miocene
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Future Work
• Identify traps/tops seals 


(emphasis on the 
Miocene)


• Ideally like Petronius VK 
786 (Chevron)


• Estimate porosity (data 
permitting)


Figure 2 – Petronius J1 sand top structure map
From Li, et al. 2013, OTC 24111  


• Middle Miocene SS reservoirs
• Trap is a pinchout of Miocene SS 


onlapping onto Cretaceous shelf margin
• Little or no faulting
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Thank You.
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Ziqiu Xue* (xue@rite.or.jp)  and Keisuke Uchimoto


Research Institute of Innovative Technology for 
the Earth (RITE), Kyoto  JAPAN


DEVELOPMENTS AND CHALLENGES 
FOR OFFSHORE CO2 STORAGE 
IN JAPAN



mailto:xue@rite.or.jp
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2000- 2010- 2020-


Site : Nagaoka
Reservoir : Saline Aquifer
Formation : Sandstone
Injection  : 2003.7～


2005.1
Total CO2 :10,400 ton


Nagaoka Pilot Test Tomakomai Large-Scale 


Practical Use
(1 million t/y)


Onshore: 10 kt offshore:＞100 kt/y


Site : Tomakomai
Reservoir : Saline Aquifer
Formation : Sandstone (shallow), 


Volcanic Rocks (deep)
Injection : 2016～2018
Total CO2 : >300 kt (planned)


Pilot  Demonstration  


2
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Ocean Bottom Cable for 2D Seismic and Microseismic Monitoring
3
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Noise reduction after buried in seabed 


4
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Detecting microseismic Events


5
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EIA at the Tomakomai offshore project
Act for the Prevention of Marine Pollution and Maritime Disasters


• May 2007: The act was amended for permit procedure on dumping CO2


stream into sub-seabed formation.


Operator of Offshore CO2 storage,


• Shall receive permission from environment minister.


• Shall implement Environmental Impact Assessment.


• Shall monitor surrounding sea environment.
6
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Strong flow field Weak flow field 


7
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Threshold for Ecological CO2 Impacts 
Estimated from a Biological Impact Database


8
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Challenges:  CO2 Leakage Detection at Tomakomai


Water sampling: Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter PCO2   vs DO: Baseline for leakage detection
9
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10
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Disclaimer
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Presentation Outline
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Trimeric Overview and Background
• We provide Chemical and Process Engineering services to 
industry, government agencies, and consortia


• We do not represent any equipment, process, chemical suppliers
• We are unbiased advocates for our clients


• 18 Chemical Engineers on regular, full-time staff;7 Senior 
Associates


• Founded in 2003
• Austin / Buda, TX location
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Trimeric Support of GoMCarb
• Provide CO2 Process Expertise 


from the Source to the Wellhead
• Process design and techno-


economic evaluation of CO2
processing and transport 
facilities


• Industry liaison to generate 
interest/awareness for GoMCarb
activities


• Project lead for larger 
infrastructure team


$ 20 MM, 8,000 hp CO2
Compression System for 1 
MMtonne DOE Saline 
Storage Test
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Task 5: Infrastructure, Operations & Permitting
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Task 5: Infrastructure, Operations & Permitting
• Identify/evaluate existing infrastructure (pipelines, wells, 
platforms) for re-use


• Feasibility of subsea templates in GoM
• Risk assessment of early stage CO2 transport operations 


(truck & barge)
• Generate source-transport-sink networks for scenario 
optimization


• Use analog sites (e.g., High Island area) to develop methods 
and analysis
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Leveraging Previous Work
CarbonSAFE Phase I with UT BEG
• Identified/screened potential CO2 sources along upper-Texas coast


• Developed initial network of industry contacts


• Preliminary assessment of land-based CO2 transport costs (i.e., 
trucks/tube-trailers)


• Brainstorming for CO2 transport risks
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Leveraging Previous Work: CO2 Transport Risks
Transport Method Transport Volume/Vessel Size


Typical CO2 Transport Conditions
(Approximate Only)


Failure Methods, Scenarios, Considerations


Pipeline
• 4” Pipeline
• 100K tonnes CO2/yr continuous 


transport


• Pressure =2000 psig
• Temperature = 70°F
• Supercritical/Dense Phase


• Leak/Breakage of pipeline
• Corrosion (e.g., cathodic deficiency)
• Typically no more than 10 miles between automated shutdown 


valves (isolates volume of CO2 lost during failure)


Refrigerated Truck 
Transport


• 20 tonnes CO2/truck
• Pressure =250 psig
• Temperature = -10°F
• Saturated Liquid


• Loading/Unloading Failures (loss of a single truck volume or 
storage tank volume on site).


• Truck transport accident (loss of single truck volume)
• Note: Multiple trucks & trips required to transport CO2. Increases 


probability of failure.
• Risk of dry ice formation/rupture


High Pressure Tube 
Trailer Transport


• 8 cylinders/truck
• 83 ft3 per cylinder
• 68% liquid full cylinders
• 10.5 tonnes CO2/truck


• Pressure =760 psig
• Temperature = 60 - 65°F
• Saturated Liquid


• Loading/Unloading Failures (loss of a single cylinder volume or 
storage tank volume on site).


• Truck transport accident (loss of single truck volume)
• Note: Multiple trucks & trips required to transport CO2. Increases 


probability of failure.


Barge/Ship Transport


• ~100K – 1MM ft3/ship
• Cylindrical tanks: 100 ft3 – 200k 


ft3 can be carried
• 1000 – 20,000 tonnes CO2 /ship


• Pressure =100-400 psig
• Temperature = -60 - 0 °F
• Saturated/Subcooled Liquid


• Loading/Unloading Failures (loss of a single cylinder volume or 
storage tank volume on site).


• Leak of single transport vessel
• Risk of dry ice formation/rupture
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Leveraging Previous Work: CO2 Transport Risks


Transport 
Method


Transport 
Volume/Vessel 


Size


Typical CO2


Transport 
Conditions


(Approximate Only)


Failure Methods, Scenarios, 
Considerations


Pipeline


• 4” Pipeline
• 100K tonnes 


CO2/yr
continuous 
transport


• Pressure = 2000 
psig


• Temperature = 
70°F


• Supercritical / 
Dense Phase


• Leak/Breakage of pipeline
• Corrosion (e.g., cathodic deficiency)
• Typically no more than 10 miles 


between automated shutdown 
valves (isolates volume of CO2 lost 
during failure)
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GoMCarb Progress
 Preliminary analysis of offshore pipeline costs


 Identified existing wells and pipelines in High Island Block 10-L region 
(analog site)


 Interviewed industry experts to develop existing infrastructure assessment 
method


 Expanded CO2 source list across Texas coast


 Developed near-term project schedule, data needs assessment, and action 
item list
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GoMCarb Progress
 Preliminary analysis of offshore pipeline costs


 Identified existing wells and pipelines in High Island Block 10-L region 
(analog site)


 Interviewed industry experts to develop existing infrastructure assessment 
method


 Expanded CO2 source list across Texas coast


 Developed near-term project schedule, data needs assessment, and action 
item list
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GoMCarb Progress: Offshore CO2 Pipeline Cost
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GoMCarb Progress: Offshore CO2 Pipeline Cost


Offshore/Onshore Cost Scaling Factor:
o Range from 1.4 – 14
o Important source of uncertainty
o Offshore N.G. pipelines up to $450k/inch-mile in literature 
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GoMCarb Next Steps
• Expand existing infrastructure “database” to include platforms, 


other regions within GoMCarb


• Use literature review and interviews with experts to determine 
“consensus” views on infrastructure re-use


• Develop and apply screening methodology for infrastructure re-use 


• Engage industry stakeholders in region (e.g., LNG facilities) to 
gauge interest
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Thank You
 Trimeric Corporation    


www.trimeric.com
Darshan Sachde


darshan.sachde@trimeric.com
 Joe Lundeen      


joe.lundeen@trimeric.com
Ray McKaskle


ray.mckaskle@trimeric.com



http://www.trimeric.com/

mailto:darshan.sachde@trimeric.com

mailto:joe.lundeen@trimeric.com

mailto:ray.mckaskle@trimeric.com
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International Panel


• Dr Philip Ringrose, Equinor (Norway)


• Mr Jiro Tanaka, Japan CCS Co.


• Dr Ziqiu Xue, RITE (Japan)


• Professor Andrew Jupiter, University of the West Indies 
(Trinidad and Tobago)







• Impacts and pathways to achieving 1.5C by 2100, in context of 
increasing global response, sustainable development and poverty 
(IPCC Oct 2018)


• “Removing BECCS and CCS from the portfolio of available options 
significantly raises mitigation costs.” (Chp 4.3)


• https://www.ipcc.ch/report/sr15/


IPCC 1.5 Special Report      


Fig SPM.3b



https://www.ipcc.ch/report/sr15/





Offshore potential and who is 
interested


University of Texas 2016







Countries doing CCS offshore


• Norway 
• Two operation projects since 1997 (Sleipner) and 


2008 (Snovit)
• New work on storage assessment and shipping 


• Netherlands – Operational project since 2004 (K12B)
• Brazil – Operational project since 2015 (Lula)
• Japan – Operational project since 2016 (Tomakomai)







• A stand-alone treaty relating to the prevention of marine pollution 
from dumping at sea that has been in force since 2006


• Provides the precautionary framework needed for parties to effectively 
prevent pollution of the sea caused by dumping of waste and other 
matter, incineration, and new activities such as marine geoengineering 
or carbon capture and storage


• A key pillar of marine environmental protection in an important 
international regime that includes MARPOL, UNCLOS and Regional Seas 
Agreements


What is the London Protocol?







LONDON PROTOCOL CLIMATE CHANGE 
AMENDMENTS


• Carbon capture and storage (CCS) in 
subsea geological formations – 2006 
amendment in force


• CCS in transboundary formations 
2008 amendment


• Marine geoengineering – 2013 
amendment







HIGHLIGHTS OF K12-B


First site in the world where CO2 is being injected into the same reservoir from which it originated
First and only operational CO2 storage project in the Netherlands
Serves as field laboratory on a fully productive gas platform in the Southern North Sea
CO2 injection performed on the mature, still producing natural gas field K12-B
12 years of capturing and re-injection of CO2 without any major incidents


Long term ongoing scientific research 
Close collaboration between operator and 
research institutes


19 April 20168 | History of K12-B
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CO2 INJECTION AT K12-B


All wells were originally developed as natural gas producers


In 2004 actual CO2 injection started in single well compartment 4*
Investigate injectivity and test the injection facility
Investigate the behavior of CO2 in the well and the reservoir


Over 10 kt were injected using the K12-B8 well


Injection continued in 2005 in multi well compartment 3*, 
additional goals:


Investigative well integrity under CO2 injection conditions*
Investigate possibilities for CO2 EGR


Over 100 kt and counting….


19 April 20169 | History of K12-B


K12-B8 – Injector/Producer


K12-B6 – Injector


K12-B5 - Producer


K12-B1 - Producer


K12-B3st1 - Producer
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All the wells were originally developed as natural gas producer wellsPurpose 1st test: investigate the behavior of the CO2 in the well and the reservoir. Mainly focusing on injectivity and test the injection facilityThe well and compartment performed within expectations.Purpose 2nd test: largely same as before but with the extension of investigating the possibilities for EGR and investigating the well integrity under CO2 injection conditionsOngoing







Brazil


• Lula, Petrobras, Brazil
• Offshore gas separation and CO2-EOR
• FPSO
• Deep: 2000m water depth, 3000m beneath seabed
• Over 7Mt CO2 injected (Dec 2017)







UNCLASSIFIED


UNCLASSIFIED
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THE CARBONNET PROJECT


• Investigating the feasibility for a commercial-scale, multi-
user CCS network in Gippsland, Victoria, Australia


• Jointly funded by  the Australian 
and Victorian Governments to 
2020, also supported by GCCSI 


• Governments have made 
significant research investment to 
support CarbonNet


• CO2CRC is CarbonNet’s lead 
research organisation


• Working collaboratively with 
industry to secure customers and 
investors in a CCS service
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So what is the CarbonNet Project?The project is investigating the feasibility of a commercial-scale CCS network in Victoria.The network would bring together multiple CO2 capture projects in Victoria’s Latrobe Valley, using a shared transport pipeline, and inject into off-shore storage sites in the Gippsland Basin.CarbonNet is jointly funded by the Victorian and Commonwealth Government. It is also supported by the GCCSI which we are very thankful for. Around $150 million is currently committed for Stage 2 Feasibility and Stage 3 Project Development.   The project has been underway for around 5 years now.  Along the way the project has adjusted to a number of significant market and policy changes.For example, when we launched CarbonNet the power generation sector was seen as the one of the key potential users of the network. However, this interest has weakened with electricity demand and prices falling in recent years.  Victoria will not require new generation capacity for another decade.  In its place, CarbonNet has strengthened its collaboration with companies looking to transform brown coal into higher value products. I’ll talk more about this later in my presentation.      







Status of Transportation Assessment


• Major coal-used power plants for large-scale CO2 source in the 
western and southern coastal areas: long distance to promising 
storage sites


• Less public acceptance about CO2 transportation/storage in land


CO2 Source


Hub Terminal


Boryoung
Power Plant


Hadong
Power Plant


Ulsan


CO2 Source


• Onshore pipeline 
transportation: expensive 
cost and less public 
acceptance


• Ship transportation from CO2
sources to Hub terminal


• Offshore pipeline 
transportation from Hub 
terminal to storage sites
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International Panel
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CARBON DIOXIDE BY 
RUSSEL BUSS 
2/11/2019


Briefly My Thoughts – Carbon Dioxide Power Generation
and Possible Paradigm Shift for Carbon Capture


RUSSEL BUSS – DR. CHEN. DR. XU, SONG WANG, DAN FERNANDES
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List of Basis
• Air – O2, N2, Argon, H2O
• Water – H2O dissolved O2, CO2
• Natural Gas – C1,C2,C3+
• Normal Product of Combustion – Heat Energy, O2,N2,Co2,H2O,Trace of Argon
• Heat Energy is converted to Shaft Work
• Shaft Work – Electricity, Internal Combustion Power, Steam, Gas turbine 


Power, Heat for Furnaces
Products of Combustion: Large % N2, Smaller %H2O,CO2.O2            


{Capturing CO2 }


RUSSEL BUSS – DR. CHEN. DR. XU, SONG WANG, DAN FERNANDES
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Allam Cycle Carbon Capture
• Separate Air into O2 and N2
• Feed O2 and Natural Gas into High Concentration CO2 Combuster
• Combust Natural Gas and Spin Power Turbine
• Shaft work generates Electric Power
• H2O condensed, CO2 recycled, Product CO2 of Combustion 


Captured


Russel Buss – Dr. Chen. Dr. Xu, Song Wang, Dan fernandesRSSELBUSS –DR. CHEN. DR. XU, SONG WANG, DAN FERNANDES


RUSSEL BUSS – DR. CHEN. DR. XU SONG WANG, DAN FERNANES
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Paradigm Shift
• Allam Cycle is High Pressure Power Cycle
• Feed O2 and Natural Gas into High Concentration CO2 Combuster
• Even so Carbon Capture very desirable and Shaft work generates 


Electric Power


• Consider separating Air into O2 and N2.  Use O2 and CO2  to create a 
combustion fluid fluid with no N2.  Like the Allam Cycle Heat Energy is 
created for Furnaces and CO2 is in high concentration for capture and 
recycle.  Pure Water is condensewd. 


Russel Buss – Dr. Chen. Dr. Xu, Song Wang, Dan fernandes
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QUANLIN ZHOU + CURTIS OLDENBURG
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Task 3.1. Risk Assessment and Mitigation Strategies


MODELING CO2 STORAGE AND 
MIGRATION IN HETEROGENEOUS 
SALINE FORMATIONS 
In Support of Risk Assessment and Mitigation Strategies 
(Task 3.1)
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Disclaimer 
This presentation is based upon work supported by the Department of 
Energy and was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an 
agency of the United States Government. Neither the United States 
Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their employees, 
makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability 
or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference 
herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by 
trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not 
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or 
favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The 
views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily 
state or reflect those of the United States Government or any agency 
thereof.
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Study Area in High Island
Location


Depth Structure Map of M09


HC Sand Structure Map


Geological Model Framework
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Multiscale Channeling of CO2 Flow at Cranfield


CO2 Channeling at Injection Well
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Modeling of Channelized CO2 Flow and Storage in Fractured Reservoirs
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Modeling of CO2 Storage in the Fractured Reservoir at In Salah
Site Map


CO2 Saturation in Fracture Continuum


CO2 Saturation in the Matrix
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Relevant Publications


• Zhou, Q., Oldenburg, C. M., Spangler, L.H., & Birkholzer, J. T. (2017). Approximate solutions for 
diffusive fracture-matrix transfer: Application to storage of dissolved CO2 in fractured rocks. 
Water Resources Research, 53(2), 1746–1762, doi:10.1002/2016WR019868.


• Zhou, Q., Oldenburg, C. M., Rutqvist, J., & Birkholzer, J. T. (2017). Revisiting the fundamental 
analytical solutions of heat and mass transfer: The kernel of multirate and multidimensional 
diffusion. Water Resources Research, 53, 9960–9979, doi:10.1002/2017WR021040


• Zhou, Q., Oldenburg, C. M., & Rutqvist, J. (2019). Revisiting the analytical solutions of heat 
transport in fractured reservoirs using a generalized multirate memory function. Water 
Resources Research, 55, doi: 10.1029/2018WR024150.


• Zhou, Q., Oldenburg, C. M., & Birkholzer, J. T. (2019). Multirate invasion of supercritical CO2 in 
fractured reservoirs: Effects of buoyancy and matrix capillary continuity. Water Resources 
Research (to be submitted in May 2019).


• Zhou, Q., Oldenburg, C. M., & Birkholzer, J. T. (2019). A hybrid discrete-continuum model for 
modeling supercritical CO2 storage in fractured reservoirs. Water Resources Research (to be 
submitted in July 2019).
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CAMELIA KNAPP & JIM KNAPP
Boone Pickens School of Geology
Oklahoma State University
Task 4.0


TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL RESPONSE TO NATURAL 
PERTURBATIONS OF A COLD SEEP HYDRATE 
SYSTEM: WOOLSEY MOUND, GULF OF MEXICO


SECARB Offshore Partnership
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risk assessment and mitigation strategies for site-specific assessments of storage 
prospects in the offshore environment


• Subtask 4.3.2: Seismic Hazard Assessment and Earthquake Risk Analysis. Perform seismic hazard 
assessment and earthquake risk analysis in the study area, assess the evolution of gas hydrate-
bearing systems and their temporal and spatial response to natural perturbations, based on 
lessons learned from the active Woolsey Mound cold seep at Mississippi Canyon 118.
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Oak Ridge National Laboratories, USGS



Presenter
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	Gas hydrates are solid, ice-like substances composed of rigid cages of H2 bonded water molecules that enclose molecules of hydrocarbon gas, mainly methane. 	Gas hydrates form if four conditions are met, such as presence of hydrocarbon gas and water as well as high pressures and low temperatures. 	Regarding the mechanism of hydrate formation, the hydrates could form from both biogenic gas (and in this case methane is the guest molecule) and thermogenic gas, that contains ethane, propane, and heavier hydrocarbon gases, as well as CO2 and H2S. The impermeability of gas hydrates to gases and other fluids makes them potential seals in sediments, and they can be called thermobaric traps. If large volumes of gas migrate from the underlying sediments into the hydrate stability zone, thick competent seals would be expected. Once a continuous seal is formed, free gas would begin to accumulate immediately beneath it, forming a gas pool. 	Each volume of gas hydrate contains up to 160 volumes of methane (natural gas).Methane forms from biological and thermogenic processes. Biological methane is generated by the bacterial breakdown of organic material in shallow sediments.Thermogenic methane is created when deeply buried organic-rich sediments are subjected to high temperatures and pressures. Such methane can move vertically through overlying sediment.
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Blake Outer Ridge (Eastern US)


Shedd, 2011
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Most of the present-day knowledge about gas hydrates comes from seismic reflection studies. Here I show two classic examples of gas hydrates diagnosed with seismic reflection methods from the Blake Outer ridge (eastern US) and from offshore Panama in the Pacific ocean, and the gas hydrates are suggested to be present in this shallow interval between the seafloor and this prominent reflecting horizon which approximately parallels the seafloor.	The most prominent seismic diagnostic features of gas hydrates are high amplitude reflectors called Bottom Simulating Reflectors (BSR) because they approximately parallel the sea floor. The BSR is considered to be a seismic anomaly that is caused by superposition of consolidated hydrated sediments, with high seismic velocities overlaying  unconsolidated sediments possibly containing free gas, with lower velocities. The depth to the base of a gas hydrate is fixed by the temperature and pressure regime that satisfies the requirements for gas hydrate stability, therefore the BSR is a thermobaric and not lithologic or structural reflector on seismic data. 	The main seismic characteristics showed by gas hydrates are (show them on the slide): -crosscutting geometry of lithologic bedding by the BSR (the BSR follows a thermobaric, not a lithologic boundary);-high amplitude-reversed polarity of the BSR reflection relative to the seafloor reflection;-blanking effect (reduced acoustic impedances) caused by the cementation effect that the hydrates produce inside the host sediments; The blanking is proportional with the amount of gas hydrate in the host sediments.-AVO (amplitude variation with offset) effects given by potential presence of free gas beneath the hydrate layer. These were features we wanted to identify on our data. 
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Discontinuous BSRs Continuous BSRs Pluming BSRs
129 mapped 31 mapped 73 mapped


233 BSRs mapped


233 BSRs mapped
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• Dynamic settings on the ocean floor with hydrocarbon-rich fluid seepage 
• Major source of hydrocarbons
• 47% of crude oil entering the marine environment is from natural seeps
• Carbonate rock formations and reefs 


(Fisher et al., 2007)


Woolsey Mound
(MC118)
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 CSHSs are dynamic settings where hydrates dissociate on short (days to weeks) and long (years) time-scales triggering substantial methane fluxes to the oceans. Understanding how CSHSs operate through time and space is therefore crucial to evaluate their global impact on ocean biogeochemistry and climate.  However, to thoroughly understand what governs marine CSHSs, an integrated approach should include investigation of (1) the deep oil reservoir where thermogenic gases originate, (2) the plumbing system, where the hydrocarbon fluids transit, (3) the shallow subsurface where hydrates form and accumulate, and (4) the seafloor-ocean interface where hydrates are exposed and gas is expulsed. "Cold" does not mean that the temperature of the seepage is lower than that of the surrounding sea water. On the contrary, its temperature is often slightly higher.Cold seeps constitute a biome supporting several endemic species.Cold seeps develop unique topography over time, where reactions between methane and seawater create carbonate rock formations and reefs. These reactions may also be dependent on bacterial activity. Ikaite, a hydrous calcium carbonate, can be associated with oxidizing methane at cold seeps.47% of crude oil currently entering the marine environment is from natural seeps, whereas 53% results from leaks and spills during the extraction, transportation, refining, storage, and utilization of petroleum.The amount of natural crude-oil seepage is currently estimated to be 600,000 metric tons per year, with a range of uncertainty of 200,000 to 2,000,000 metric tons per year. Thus, natural oil seeps may be the single most important source of oil that enters the ocean, exceeding each of the various sources of crude oil that enters the ocean through its exploitation by humankind. However, secondary recovery methods using increased formation pressures could possibly cause increased rates of oil seepage.
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April 22, 2010


McGee et al. 2009
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Geographic location of MC118. Woolsey Mound is located in 900 m water depth on the northern continental slope of the Gulf of Mexico. The slope here is highly discontinuous, intersected by slumping, folding and faulting mainly driven by salt tectonics and sediment load delivered by the Mississippi River. The burning Deepwater Horizon rig, Mississippi Canyon 252, April 22, 2010. The fire was inextinguishable and, two days later, on 22 April, the Horizon sank, leaving the well gushing at the seabed and causing the largest oil spill in U.S. waters. 
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Macelloni et al., 2012
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Location map of MC-118 on the continental slope, Gulf of Mexico, downdip and SE of the Mississippi River delta. The Gulf of Mexico is a passive margin that is heavily influenced by salt tectonics.Here, hydrates form from the vertical migration of hydrocarbon‐rich fluids that reach the hydrate stability zone defined by overlying pressure and in situ temperatures and precipitate as hydrate. Periodically, this migration reaches the seafloor, and creates a seafloor habitat full of outcropping hydrate (MacDonald et al., 1994), chemosynthetic communities (MacDonald et al., 1989), carbonate mounds (Roberts and Aharon, 1994), and bubble plumes. This location was selected as a viable gas hydrate monitoring site due to (1) gas venting at the seafloor, (2) outcropping hydrate mounds, (3) presence of chemosynthetic communities, (4) lack of existing ownership, and (5) relatively shallow water depth (<1000 m).  Lithologic and bio-geochemical studies have been done on sediment samples from gravity and box cores. Pore-fluid analyses carried out on these cores reveal that microbial sulfate reduction, anaerobic methane oxidation, and methanogenesis are important processes in the upper sediment. These microbial processes control the diffusive flux of methane into the overlying water column. 
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 Methane-derived authigenic carbonate (MDAC) is the product of AOM (anaerobic oxidation
of methane) by sulfate reducing bacteria (e.g. Archaea sp., Beggiatoa sp.)


 Requires persistent fluxes of methane through time
 Excellent archive for reconstructing fossil methane seepage history (paleomounds)


Carbonate


Bacterial Mat
(Beggiatoa sp.)


Woolsey Mound (pictures courtesy of C. Lutken, MMRI-University of Mississippi)


Simonetti , 2015
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AOM-Anaerobic oxidation of methaneMDAC used as proxy for identifying paleomounds in the subsurface. No archaean species can do photosynthesis.Archaea only reproduce asexually.Archaea show high levels of horizontal gene transfer between lineages.Many archaea live in extreme environments.Unlike bacteria, no archaea produce spores.Archaea are common in the ocean, and especially in the plankton. They make up to 20% of all microbial cells in the ocean.
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Simonetti et al.,  2015
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MC 118, (Lutken et al.,  2011)
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Due to the geologic, structural, anddisk of hydrates ~.8 in thick covered the entire cross-sectional area of JPC-001, 5.5 ft from the bottom of the core section. thermal complexity of the Gulf of Mexico.
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Macelloni et al. 2012
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3D industry seismic data reveal the presence of a salt body at in the shallow subsurface that has generated an extended network of faults, some extending from the salt body to or close to the seafloor (master faults). Higher resolution seismic data show acoustic wipe-out zones along the master faults with expulsion features at seafloor, pockmarks and craters located immediately above them and associated, in the subsurface, with high-amplitude, negative anomalies at constant depth of 0.2 s TWTT b.s.f., interpreted as free gas. Since pockmarks and craters provide pathways for hydrocarbons to escape from depth into the water column, related sub-surface seismic anomalies may indicate free gas at the base of the gas hydrates stability zone (GHSZ). Fluid flow and gas hydrates formation are segmented laterally along faults. Gas hydrates formation and dissociation vary temporally in the vicinity of active faults, and can temporarily seal them as conduits for thermogenic fluids. Periodic migrations of gases and other fluids may perturb the GHSZ in terms of temperature and pressure, producing the observed lack of classical BSRs.Fluid expulsion events are suspected to occur episodically in the NW and SW Complexes where they are probably responsible for crater formation as well as for maintaining bottom relief despite burial effects of fine particulate sedimentation. Bacterial mats thought to be the sulfide-oxidizing Beggiatoa commonly occur over the SE complex. The mats are observed more often in stable, flat-lying extra-crater areas and only rarely within the more active craters due to the inherent instability associated with crater activity. Bacterial mats are linked to the precipitation/formation of authigenic carbonate rocks. The contribution of the resident microbial communities, surface and subsurface, to the geology of the hydrate mound has been investigated only recently and their critical roll in hydrate mound evolution is now beginning to be appreciated fully. The SW Complex contains the most active of the mound’s craters in terms of venting activity and active expulsion features. It is divided into western and eastern parts, each comprised of several intersecting smaller craters. The two parts are separated by a ridge of fine-grained material that overlies a well-defined horizon of authigenic carbonate. That horizon consists of sub-horizontal tabular blocks about 1m thick. These blocks pave the floor of craters in the western part and are characterized by inclusions of hydrate that fill voids within the carbonate (figure 4). In some places, streams of gas bubbles rise from fractures. Based on 5m cores and box cores, it seems that vent activity in the past moved from the SE Complex to the SW Complex and now may be moving to the NW Complex. Salt dome and master faults from 3D standard seismic data. The south-east crater complex lies atop the yellow master fault and the south-west crater complex is related to the magenta master fault, while the north-west complex lies above of the blue and red master faults.
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4-D PROCESSING SEQUENCE
(cross-equalization):
 re-sampling
 3D geometry re-binning
 time shift correction 
 gain X-normalization
 phase matching
 shaping filter


TGS-NOPEC, 2000


10
 s


 T
W


TT


3 
s 


TW
TT


Simonetti et al.,  2015
WesternGeco, 2003


Amplitude difference of the two datasets 
generates residual amplitudes (4-D 


anomalies)
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vertical resolution ~ 10m.
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Simonetti et al.,  2015
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COHERENCE attribute at the bottomProminent changes in subsurface seismic amplitude anomalies through time (4-D seismic anomalies) are observed near the BHSZ within a 3-year time-scale.
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Macelloni et al., 2012
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Subsurface Structures
(time slices near the BHSZ)


4-D seismic anomalies (time 
slices near the BHSZ)


Simonetti et al.,  2015
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Shallow bright-spot reflectors representing the base 
of the hydrate stability zone (HSZ) should exhibit an 
amplitude variation with offset (AVO) if free gas is 
present.


AVO cross-plot indicates presence of Class IV gas sands.
Free gas underlying relatively high-velocity unit.
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Photo by Ian MacDonald, TAMU


Thank You!
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TOWARDS INTEGRATED SEISMIC MVA 
FOR NEAR-SHORE GCS: 
DAS + PERSISTENT SOURCES
Jonathan Ajo-Franklin, Nate Lindsey
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, 
Earth and Environmental Science Area


NateJonathan
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MVA Challenges in Shallow Offshore Environments
Challenges for GomCARB include …. 


• Need to consider deep CO2 movement (reservoir), 
intermediate/shallow leakage, seafloor expression, and 
water column (+ pipeline?).


• All in the context of a petroleum province with a 
dynamic seafloor, abundant natural gas seeps, storm 
impacts.


• Expensive wells (& completion ops) suggests less 
dependence on borehole monitoring beyond injector.


• Seafloor environment hostile to traditional long-term 
sensing (as well as costly), particularly for high sensor 
densities. Consider maintenance.


• Need to monitor seafloor and deep subsurface without 
direct access besides shallow draft vessel and ROV.


• One plus : Marine 4D simpler/high S/N than land.


Imagine waves ….
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Two New(ish) Technologies for MVA : DAS & Persistent Seismic Sources
• Distributed Acoustic Sensing [DAS] is a rapidly advancing approach for measuring the 


seismic wavefield using commercial fibers (SM, telecom)


• Easy to deploy in wells, behind casing, seafloor, 1000s to 100,000s of channels available 
(big data) over 10+ km


• Very low cost per “sensor” : $/ft for cable


• Rugged : handles high/low T, high pressures, aquatic environments.


• Once fibers are there, other sensing modalities simple (DTS, DSS etc).


• LBNL Strengths : unique deployment packages, cable modifications, system integration, 
application domains, processing & inversion strategies. 


Daley et. al. 2016 (Geop Prosp.), Miller et al. 16, Daley et.al. 2013, (TLE)


Courtesy of Silixa


For GCS:
Past LBNL deployments at 
Citronelle, Aquistore, Otway, CaMI, 
ADM for VSP (ADM only surface 
test, rest are borehole)


GomCARB: 
• First time we are considering 


offshore
• First exploration of seabed
• First exploration of shallow/deep 


imaging combined
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Two New(ish) Technologies for MVA : DAS & Persistent Seismic Sources
• Large permanent seismic arrays (DAS) require sources (!).
• Need matching high-temporal resolution measurements in the field. 
• For MVA, need sources to illuminate both deep (reservoir), near seabed, and water 


column perturbations. 


Tuscaloosa D 
Sandstone,
Cranfield MS


CASSM : 
Continuous Active Source Seismic Monitoring 


Fixed repeatable source & receiver array. LBNL has 
worked on piezoelectric and rotary source designs


• Temporal Resolution (< 5 min)
• Precise repeatability (~10 ns)
• Stacking -> Excellent S/N
• Real-time Acquisition
• Borehole & surface sources.
• Deployment to 10,500 ft & 120 C
• Largest deployment 22 S x 72 R
• Moving towards real-time seismic tomography


EESA developed and fielded at 12+ sites to date. 
GCS tests at Frio 2, Cranfield Phase 3 (borehole), Otway, ADM 
(surface) [Daley et al. 2007, Daley et al. 2011, Marchesini et al. 
2017, Zhu et al. 2018, Zhu et al. 2019]


GomCARB :
• Opportunity to consider water column broadband sources
• Mount near platform for combined surface (shallow/deep) 


and VSP monitoring?
• Provide time points between 4Ds


Custom 
piezoelectric
borehole source
[Daley et.al. 2007]


Hydrophone
array
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Concept : 
Integrating DAS + Marine Persistent Sources (CASSM) Near-Offshore MVA 


• Use DAS on the seafloor (and wellbore) as linear seismic array for imaging 
• Near-surface anomalies (CO2 leakage),  Deep subsurface (CO2 migration) & microseismic
• Noise from relevant processes (bubble emission etc). 
• Replaces OBS or seafloor hydrophone deployments. 
• Better time resolution than repeat streamer surveys, much cheaper than LoFS using cabled OBS. Also permanent receivers for 4D 
[note : technology also has a potential role for pipeline monitoring in future tests]


• Use fixed seismic source in the water column for high 
repeatability imaging (Marine CASSM 


• highly repeatable timelapse monitoring of the near-
seabed sediment, water column, and deep subsurface. 


• Considering novel swept source with resonance for 
combined reflection/transmission/VSP. 


• Combined system for seismic MVA with high (minute) 
time resolution in marine environment


• Unique aspect is combination of shallow (leakage) and 
deep (reservoir) targets.


• Challenges are understanding deployment challenges for 
system elements
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LBNL MVA Tasks (5 years) 


• Task 1 : Design and Modeling Stage
Design and modeling of the proposed source & integrated source/DAS system in a marine environment for CO2 leakage tracking.


• Task 2 : Source Construction and Laboratory Tank Testing
Construction of prototype source/tank tests. Evaluate for (a) water column, (b) near-seafloor, and (c) deep subsurface imaging
targets.


• Task 3 : Analysis of Seafloor DAS Dataset
Analysis of a DAS dataset acquired on an existing seafloor cable to examine noise characteristics and response in a near-shore
environment. (datasets of opportunity!)


• Task 4 : Broad MVA Support
Collaborate with TX BEG more broadly to develop fit-for-purpose monitoring suited for the near offshore environment.


• Task 5 : Design and Execution of a Shallow Water Field Test
Near-offshore field test. Similar water depths to pilot. Possible short N2 bubble release along a DAS profile illuminated by the
persistent source, designed to test monitoring (a) near-seafloor subsurface velocity perturbations, (b) acoustic noise from
release (c) changes in acoustic transmission in the water column.


• Task 6 : Evaluation of Fiber Optic Cables in the GoM Available for DAS
Our last task is evaluation of existing fiber optic cables in the GoM which might be leveraged for DAS recording as part of a near-
shore GCS monitoring network.
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DAS on Offshore Seabottom Cables? 
MBARI Evaluation Dataset (Task 3)


Moss Landing, CA


Moss 
Landing, 


CA


Santa Cruz, CA


Monterey Bay 
Canyon, CA


MOBB 
(NCEDC)


• A dataset of opportunity – 1st offshore 
cable DAS dataset (that I know of) 
processed for seismic.


• Umbilical cable to MOBB – offshore 
tethered observatory


• Explore passive signals recorded with 
~20km MARS cable with Silixa iDAS at 
Moss Landing (MBARI headquarters)  


Los Angeles
San 


Diego


San 
Francisco


Monterey
Bay


NV


Sacramento


Pacific 
Ocean


MARS Cable


3.2 TB!


Collaboration 
with MBARI :  
Craig Dawe
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30k
m


P-wave


S-wave


Detecting Seismicity Using Marine 
Seabed Fiber & DAS?


• Several on-shore EQs detected during short deployment. M3.4 in 
Gilroy (~30 km). Also picked up several smaller (M2) events, same 
hypocenter.


• Signal cleaner than on-shore recordings for local events. 


• Wave motion (primary/secondary microseisms) overprint – easily 
removed.


• Scattering features which may correspond to offshore fault systems? 


• Will be a powerful tool for probing near- offshore fault systems & 
potential induced seismicity.


[2 m channel spacing, 10 m gauge, 20 km array, 10 k channels, 500 hz recording, 
Densest OBS recording ever?]
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Oceanographic Process Observations via Seafloor DAS?


sx=3500


• Surprisingly broadband (mHz to 100 Hz)


• Signal of oceanic wave processes down to the mHz range (1000 s)


• Can see microseism source behavior, infragravity waves (long 
period swell groups). 


• HF noise which might be useful for imaging.


• Storm & tidal signals.


• A possible GCS target, seafloor bubble emissions


• Ambient noise from platform another possibility, or deformation


Sediment
Transport 
Events?


Microseism source behavior


Seiche?


Tidal
Strain via
DAS
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Moving Forward


• Initial seafloor DAS data seems to have potential for seismic recording


• Considering source & DAS cable design in the context of initial offshore DAS data (offset, install)


• Exploring options for acquiring offshore GoM DAS cable dataset for continued task 3 exploration (BP cable, other 
options?)


• Developing persistent multi-purpose source design for water tank testing (Task 2)


• Considering DAS design in context of possible “model” pilot sites (e.g. High Island)


• Exploring ambient noise applications (both near-surface imaging & local noise analysis) for this class of data.
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Thanks For Listening!


Laboratory Directed 
Research and 
Development Program


MBARI Acquisition


This work was supported by the GoMCarb Project funded by 
the Assistant Secretary for Fossil Energy (DOE), Office of 


Clean Coal and Carbon Management, through the National 
Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL), and by Lawrence 


Berkeley National Laboratory under Department of Energy 
Contract No. DE-AC02-05CH11231 .
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BACKUP
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Cabled Observatories
MARS Cable Laying 2002 – 2007


$11.75M investment
2 GB/s data transfer over 52km


Ocean Bottom Seismometer Deployments
NSF 2016 OBS Pool = 247 (37% SP)
European 2014 OBS Pool = 450 (71% SP)
OBS battery life = 14 month +/-6 month
Data Delay (seconds to months)
Annual costs


Ocean bottom seismology is a costly endeavor
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Offshore Well Integrity


SECARB Offshore Gulf of Mexico
Project Overview and Status –February 2019


Andrew Duguid
Battelle
February 11-12, 2019
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U.S. Department of Energy | National Energy Technology Laboratory | DE-FOA-0001734







Existing Well Risk Assessment


2


Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement, 2014, “QC-FIT evaluation 
of seal assembly & cement failures interim summary of findings







Risk Assessment Framework


• Risk = Likelihood * Impact







Well Leakage Risk
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Possible Likelihood of Occurrence 
Categories


• Well Deviation
• History of sustained casing 


pressure (SCP)
• Well Status
• Cement Top(s)
• Failure History
• Well Age
• Well Depth
• Well Type
• Cement Quality
• Casing Quality
• Geologic formations


𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = �
1


𝑛𝑛


𝐿𝐿𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿𝑅𝑅𝐿𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝐿𝐿 × �
1


𝑚𝑚


𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑇𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑇𝑇







Likelihood of CO2 Leakage from Wells


East Canton Consolidated 
Likelihood of Leakage


0.00


0.10


>0.20


Likelihood of Leakage


County Line


East Canton Cons. 
Oilfield



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Does tell you where you may have a higher concentration of leaking wells







Current and next steps
• Data Collection


• Data organization
• Inclusion of seal and reservoir 


geology
• Risk Assessment
 Data dependent decision on risk model


 Sustained casing pressure /  leak data 
may be correlatable to likelihood 
proxies 


• Visualization
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Zulqarnain, M., and Tyagi, M., 2014, Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) of an 
Exploratory Drilling Oil Spill in Deepwater Gulf of Mexico , Conference: ASME 2014 
33rd International Conference on Ocean, Offshore and Arctic Engineering
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